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high treason and murder
the examination of mormon prisoners

at richmond missouri in november 1838

stephen C lesueur

the richmond court of inquiry the preliminary hearing that sent
joseph smith and other latter day saint leaders to jail following the
so called mormon war of 1838 in missouri has long been viewed within
the LDS community as a sham trial held by missouri officials to give
legal covering to their persecution of the saints joseph smith labeled
it a mock examination in which there was not the least shadow
of honor or justice or law administered toward them but sheer
prejudice and the spirit of persecution and malice 1 according to
mormon accounts the chief witnesses for the state were apostates and
persecutors who swore to all manner of lies in addition missouri
officials allegedly denied the defendants their right to cross examine
witnesses bring their own witnesses or testify on their own behalf

in this mock court of inquiry the defendants were prevented from
giving any testimony on their part by an armed force at the court
house so there was no testimony examined only against them
wrote joseph smith sidney rigdon and elias smith in a joint petition
to congress 2

the mormon defendants disputed the courts findings for three
main reasons first the prosecutions witnesses testified falsely regarding
mormon activities during the conflict second missouri officials
deliberately prevented the defendants from presenting an adequate
defense and third missouri officials made no attempt to investigate
the many crimes committed by non mormonscormons during the disturbances
the mormonscormons viewed the proceedings as a deliberate and cynical misuse
of the american judicial system that allowed missouri officials to railroad
mormon leaders into prison and to shield non mormon criminals
the real instigators of the disturbdisturbancesances from prosecution this view
generally dominates LDS histories of these events 3

stephen C lesueur isis currently a graduate teaching fellow inm the department of economics at the university
of utah where he teaches courses inm USU S economiceconomic history A large portion of this article isis excerpted from
his forthcoming book the 1838 mormon war inin missouri scheduled for publication inm the spring of 1987
by the university of missouri press
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there is no question regarding the validity of the mormonscormonsMormons third
claim missouri officials did not investigate the conduct of non mormon
participants in the disturbances a fact which reveals a strong prejudice
against the latter day saints nevertheless the evidence indicates that
the other two claims regarding the richmond hearing are not entirely
true A large portion of the testimony presented at the hearing is
supported by the journals and reminiscences of loyal mormonscormonsMormons in
addition the evidence suggests that missouri officials conducted the
hearing according to accepted legal procedures this does not necessarily
mean that the mormon defendants were guilty of committing any crimes
or that the mormonscormonsMormons as a group received just treatment from missouri
authorities this focus upon the richmond hearing upon questions
related to the conduct of and evidence presented at the hearing
does not represent a complete picture of mormon troubles in missouri
but this reexamination of the hearing does suggest that the traditional
view gives us an incomplete even distorted picture of these events
A better understanding of the richmond hearing allows for a better
understanding of the entire conflict between the mormonscormons and their
neighbors in western missouri

THE PURPOSE OF THE RICHMOND COURT OF INQUIRY

the richmond court of inquiry was not as its name implies a
military tribunal but a preliminary hearing conducted by civil officials
the purpose of preliminary hearings has changed little since the 1830s
though in recent years magistrates have increased their concern for
the rights of the accused 4 when defendants are brought before the
court at preliminary hearings the prosecution must demonstrate

1 that a crime has been committed and 2 that sufficient evidence
exists to bring the accused to trial preliminary hearings serve to prevent
suspected persons from escaping while also safeguarding them from
groundless prosecution prosecuting attorneys generally present only
enough evidence to establish probable cause for believing the
defendants are guilty of the alleged crimes defense attorneys once
they realize that sufficient evidence exists to charge their clients rarely
make an extended presentation of their case the hearing thus provides
the defense with an opportunity to discover the prosecutions case while
revealing little of its own strategy

the judge plays an active role in the preliminary hearing
sometimes taking over the questioning of witnesses in order to
establish the essential facts in the case under examination because the
prosecution must establish only a reasonable cause for believing the
accused are guilty magistrates often evaluate the evidence in a light
favorable to the state some judges will stop the examination and bind
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over the defendants for trial without even allowing the defense to
present its witnesses when they believe enough evidence has been
submitted for probable cause questions regarding the defendants
motivesmotives the reliability of witnesses conflicts in testimony and other
problems of evidence are left for juries not the judge to decide at
later trials A decision by the judge to charge the defendants does not
represent a conviction or judgment of guilt against them it simply
means the judge has found probable cause to believe the defendants
committed the alleged crime thus warranting further investigation
within the judicial system

missouri officials held the richmond court of inquiry to determine
whether they had probable cause to believe certain mormon individuals
had committed crimes during the 1838 disturbances in northern
missouri the conflict popularly known among Missourmissouriansmtssouriansianslans as the
mormon war began when anti mormon vigilantes attempted to
prevent the saints from settling in carroll county the mormonscormons
responded defensively but hostilities gradually escalated until both
mormon and non mormon vigilantes plundered burned and drove
suspected enemies from their homes each group believed the other
to be the aggressor and thus justified its own extralegal activities as
necessary for self preservation civil authorities intervened on numerous
occasions first to prevent bloodshed between the two groups and
finally to quell a reported mormon insurrection during the last two
weeks of conflict northwestern missouri suffered a complete breakdown
of control by local authorities nearly all inhabitants in daviess
caldwell and ray counties fled to the larger towns for safety while
about three thousand mormon and non mormon soldiers patrolled the
region the conflict ended when badly outnumbered mormon troops
surrendered to the state militia at far west on 1 november 1838

with order restored the non mormon population demanded that
the civil authorities bring to trial and punish the mormonscormons allegedly
responsible for the conflict the mormon war had polarized public
opinion in western missouri many people who initially opposed the
anti mormon vigilantes had by the end of the conflict concluded that
the mormonscormons were the cause of trouble 5 although eastern missouri
newspapers called for a searching investigation applied to the guilty
on all sides 6 relatively few western missouri residents viewed the
disturbances in such an objective manner although anti mormon
vigilantes were the first to take up arms in the conflict most non
mormonscormons in the western counties saw the mormonscormons as the cause of
trouble the mormonscormons secret danite band their military operations
in daviess county their attack on state troops at crooked river their
fortifications at far west and dissidents reports of aggressive intentions
by mormon leaders all stood as evidence that the mormonscormons had posed
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a genuine threat from the beginning and that the action against the
saints had been justified crimes committed by non mormonscormons were
regarded as the unfortunate result of the excitement generated by the
conflict this biased view of the events led missouri officials to examine
only the conduct of mormonscormonsMormons as if they alone had been responsible
for the disturbances

generaljohngeneral john B clark arrived in far west on 4 november 1838
four days after the mormonscormons surrendered with instructions to deliver
mormon prisoners to the civil authorities for trial 7 general clark
conducted a two day investigation to determine which individuals
should be brought to trial he gathered the bulk of his information
from mormonscormons who had become disillusioned with the church most
of them had opposed mormon military operations as overly aggressive
and illegal although these dissident mormonscormons supplied much
information about general mormon activities during the disturbances
they revealed few names to general clarkdarkoark one of those questioned by
clark george M hinkle later claimed that 1 I told them that all I1 knew
to be guilty of breaking the law had fled from the city the night before
the surrender 8 8generalgeneral clarkdarkoark said that no one disclosed any useful
information until his officers brought in sampson avard who was
captured while trying to flee the state fearing for his life for he had
participated in many of the mormon military operations avard agreed
to supply the names of mormon offenders in return for immunity from
prosecution clark reported but for the capture of sampson avard
I1 do not believe I1 could have obtained any useful facts 9

the richmond hearing began on 12 november and lasted until
29 november 1838 fifty three of the defendants brought to richmond
had been identified during general clarks two day investigation in
far west eleven others were added during the hearing the prosecution
focused its examination on three main areas of reported criminal activity
first the raiding expeditions in daviess county where mormon soldiers
burned plundered and drove settlers from their homes second the
2235 october battle at crooked river where mormon state troops clashed
with non mormon state troops killing one man and wounding several
others and third the allegedly treasonous activities of mormon leaders
for years rumors had circulated that the mormonscormons were engaged in
an aaron burr type conspiracy to establish a theocratic kingdom
on the missouri frontier civil officials viewed the extralegal military
operations of mormon soldiers the machinations of the secret danite
band and the reported dictatorial control of church leaders in caldwell
county as evidence of a treasonous plot bybyjosephjoseph smith and his cohorts
to usurp the functions of government in northwestern missouri the
mormon prisoners hired alexander doniphan their loyal friend and
amos rees to defend their case
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THE RICHMOND COURT OF INQUIRY

richmond the ray county seat had been a scene of great activity
and excitement during the mormon war richmond citizens sent
numerous committees to investigate the growing hostilities between
the mormonscormons and their neighbors in daviess county throughout the
disturbances mormon dissenters fled to richmond with reports of
mormon militancy and oppression two apostles thomas B marsh and
orson hyde signed affidavits informing richmond citizens that
joseph smith and his mormon army intend taking the united states
and ultimately the whole world 10 in response to these reports
ray county citizens sent captain samuel bogart with a company of
men to guard the county line bogart s troops subsequently clashed
with a mormon state militia unit at crooked river where three
mormonscormons and one missourian were killed following this battle women
and children were evacuated from richmond and sent across the
missouri river to lexington while the men rushed north to halt an
expected mormon onslaught richmond citizens also sent numerous
reports to governor boggs reporting mormon aggression and pleading
for assistance blood and plunder appears to be their object and those
who do not join with them in their incendiary conduct are banished
from caldwell desperate citizens informed the governor unless a
military force is brought to act against them and that shortly they
will destroy as far as they are able the fear and hostility generated
by the disturbances had hardly subsided when less than two weeks
after the mormon surrender circuit court judge austin A king
commenced a preliminary hearing to identify the mormonscormons responsible
for the conflict

large crowds gathered in richmond as the hearing began the
unfinished windowless county courthouse served as both prison and
courtroom for most of the mormon defendants while joseph smith
and several others considered more dangerous were chained together
and held separately in a nearby location during the hearing the
defendants stood together behind a long pole that separated them from
judge king many of those attending the hearing were non mormonscormons
who had participated in the recent conflict captain bogart and his
men who made no secret of their animosity toward mormonscormonsMormons served
as guards for the prisoners and their witnesses shoot your mormon
1I have shot mine one of the guards reportedly shouted to another 12

one of the defendants morris phelps reported that many spectators
gathered menacingly around the prisoners

another missourian would say pointing out some one of usius there
is a red hot mormon d rn him I1 am acquainted with him to
another that dam rascal was in the battle or out to davis siojioflosicsic or to
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dewit such a one is a great preacher and leader amongst them he ought
to be hung or sent to the penitentiary thus they would examine and
view us as critical as if we were ravenous wolves and they were about
to purchase us for our furj3fur 13

the large and hostile crowd convinced of the mormonscormonsMormons guilt
intimidated the witnesses and defendants throughout the hearing

we have smith rigdon and dr avord sic here in chains closely
confined under a strong guard wrote one observer as the hearing
began and I1 hope they will never get from here until they satisfy
the world by their deaths for all the crimes they were instrumental
in committing 14

the state called dr sampson avard as its first witness A talented
and persuasive man avard had helped organize and direct the secret
danite organization whose chief purpose was to rid the church of
dissenters and enforce orthodoxy among the saints his appearanccappearance as a
witness surprised both mormonscormons and missouriansMissour ians avard had wielded
considerable influence among the saints during the disturbances and
many expected him to be a prime suspect not a key witness in the
alleged crimes

the mormonscormons claimed that avardsawards character motives and
testimony were highly suspect lorenzo D moungbungyoung brigham youngs
brother termed avard a dishonest hypocritical man 15 elias higbee
described him as a man whose character was the worst I1 ever knew
in all my associations or intercourse with mankind 16 according to
sidney rigdon avard advised a potential mormon witness to swear
hard against the heads of the church since they were the ones the
court wanted to incriminate 1 I intend to do it in order to escape
he said for if I1 do not they will take my life 170ne17 one of the defense
witnesses nancy rigdon later testified that avard said he would swear
to a lie to accomplish an object that he had told many a lie and would
do so again 18 william I1 wood the assistant prosecuting attorney
reported that avard became disillusioned with mormonism when
joseph smith s promised victory over the Missourmissouriansians failed to occur
wood claimed avard told him that after receiving wordjosephword joseph smith
had surrendered 1 I at once lost all faith and am no longer a mormon 19

avard s testimony covered a wide range of topics and activities the
prosecution questioned him extensively about the danite organization
which avard claimed was directed byjosephbyjoseph smith and his counselors
the danitescanitesDanites he reported considered themselves duty bound to obey
the first presidency as to obey the supreme god 20 according
to avard joseph smith blessed the danite officers and prophesied
I1 they should be the means in the hands of god of bringing forth
the millenialmillennialmillenial kingdom 21 avard presented a copy of the danite
constitution a relatively harnharmlessilessliess document and described the groups
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role in driving dissenters from caldwell county A letter ordering
oliver cowdery david whitmer and other dissenters to leave the
county signed by hyrum smith and some eighty other mormonscormonsMormons was
also presented to the court in response to other questions about
suspected treasonous activity avard briefly relatedjosephrelated joseph smiths plans
for gathering the saints and building the kingdom of god in western
missouri and described the prophets leading role in mormon military
operations finally avard identified the defendants who allegedly joined
the danitescanitesDanites marched in the expedition to daviess county and
participated in the attack on state troops at crooked river 22

avardsawards testimony which makes up about one fifth of the court
record lasted two days peter burnett a newspaper editor and lawyer
who attended the hearing reported

he avard was a very eccentric genius fluent imaginative sarcastic and
very quick in replying to questions put by the prisoners counsel his
testimony was very important if true and as he had lately been himself
a mormon and was regarded by them as a traitor from selfish motives
his testimony labored under some apparent suspicion for these reasons
he was cross examined very rigidly 23

according to david pettigrew one of those who questioned avard was
joseph smith doctor you saidthatsaidsald that you had unshaken confidence
inin me aass a prophet of god what gave you this confidence smith
asked was it because I1 taught you how to lie steal and murder as
you have testified or because you actually believed me a prophet
when avard made no reply several of the guards cried out kill the
damned doctor 24

judge king also played an active role during the examination as
he cross examined avard and other witnesses regarding mormon
activities and beliefs after eliciting testimony aboutjosephabout joseph smiths
teachings regarding the prophecy of daniel that the kingdom of god
would roll forth like the little stone that would destroy all earthly
kingdoms king turned to the clerk and said write that down it
is a strong point for treason one of the mormon lawyers objected
but was overruled by king judge you had better make the bible
treason the lawyer observed 25

during the remainder of the hearing the prosecution called
forty one witnesses twenty missouriansMissour ians and twenty one mormonscormonsMormons at
least eleven of the mormonscormons were men who had become disillusioned
with church policies many of them believed the danitescanites had exerted
an oppressive and spiritually unhealthy influence within mormonism
john conillcorrillcon illlillii W W phelps and george walter had openly quarreled with
church leaders about these issues john whitmer had been driven from
far west by the danitescanitesDanites the testimonies ofofcorrillcorrill whitmer and other
dissenters reflected their disapproval of mormon policies and activities 26
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most of the details and information provided by the dissenters
supported avard s testimony although they were less certain than avard
of the first presidency s direct involvement with the danitescanites they knew
of only one or two meetings that joseph smith and his counselors
attended they believed avard received his instructions from these men
john corrill and reed peck reported that they were present when the
prophet blessed the danite officers as avard described in addition
the dissenters gave corroborating testimony concerning other alleged
mormon activities and teachings

1 that in earlyjuneearly june 1838 the danitescanites organized to expel a number
of dissenters from caldwell county the dissenters testimony described
the various meetings and activities such as sidney rigdonsRigdons salt
sermon that led to the expulsion of the cowderysCowderys whitterswhitmersWhitmers and others
from the county 27

2 that on 15 october 1838 after receiving reports that vigilantes
intended to drive the mormonscormons from daviess county joseph smith and
sidney rigdon rallied the saints in far west and declared their intention
to defend their people theme dissenters testified thatthatjosephjoseph smith proposed
the confiscation of the property of those who refused to fight and
suggested that such people be put upon horses with bayonets and
pitchforks and forced to ride in front of the troops they also testified
thatjosephthat joseph smith advised mormon soldiers to live off the spoils of war
during the expedition to daviess 28

3 that during the week of 16 22 october mormon soldiers
patrolled daviess county driving settlers from their homes plundering
and burning as they sought to rid the county of their enemies the
dissenters testified that these activities were carried out under the direction
ofofjosephjoseph smith and other mormon leaders they also claimed that during
the expedition to daviess mormon leaders reorganized the militia in
preparation for a general conflict with their missouri neighbors 29

4 that on 30 october the day the state militia arrived outside
far west joseph smith gathered mormon soldiers and declared his
intention to resist george M hinklehinkie testified that smith said the troops
organizing against the saints were a damned mob hinkiehinkle also testified
that the prophet declared the mormonscormons had tried to keep the law
long enough but as to keeping the law of missouri any longer he
joseph smith did not intend to try to do so 30

in support of the charge of treason the prosecution elicited
information regarding mormon beliefs and activities that indicated an
intent to set themselves outside the law george hinkle another surprise
witness for the state testified

the general teachings of the presidency were that the kingdom they
were setting up was a temporal as well as a spiritual kingdom that it
was the little stone spoken of by daniel until lately the teachings of
the church appeared to be peaceable and that the kingdom was to be
set up peaceably but lately a different idea has been advanced that
the time had come when this kingdom was to be set up by forcible meansmeans

if necessary 31
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testimony by these witnesses that mormon leaders were unwilling
to submit to legal process during the disturbances including
joseph smiths instructions to the caldwell county clerk not to issue

vexatious lawsuits against mormon leaders added support to the
prosecutions contention that the mormonscormons were engaged in some sort
of plot to subvert the laws of the state 32

the ten other mormonscormons who appeared as witnesses for the state
were loyal church members who testified reluctantly at the hearing
according to mormon accounts these men testified because missouri
officials threatened them with prosecution and imprisonment
morris phelps reported that he attempted to testify on behalf of
the defendants but was stopped byjudgeby judge king and the prosecuting
attorney who then filed charges against him for his participation in
the crooked river battle 33most33 most of the mormon witnesses including
phelps either emphasized their own nonparticipation in the alleged
crimes or asserted that their leaders had forced them to take up arms
1 I first refused to go phelps replied when asked whether he
participated in the mormon attack at crooked river but being
threatened with force I1 consented to go 34 the brevity of their
testimonies indicates that these witnesses were unwilling to provide
as much information as corrill hinkle and the others nevertheless
their testimonies corroborated the dissenters statements regarding
mormon activities and beliefs and implicated many defendants in the
alleged crimes

most of the twenty non mormonscormons who testified gave descriptions
of their encounters with mormon troops some told of being captured
others reported that they were accosted and threatened by mormonscormonsMormons
samuel bogart and four of his men testified regarding their battle with
mormon soldiers at crooked river As transcribed for the court record
the missouriansMissourians statements reveal no obvious prejudice or exaggeration
joseph H mcgeesmcgeee testimony represents a typical example

on thursday the 18th day of october I1 was at mr worthingtonsworthingtonuWorthing tons in
daviess county when the mormonscormons made an attack upon gallatinGalladn
mr worthington had a pair of saddlebagssaddle bags in my shop in gallatin
with notes and accountsinthemaccounts in them and he requested me to go up to the
shop and try to secure them when I1 went up the mormonscormons had broken
open my shop and taken them out one of them had put the saddle-
bags on his horse and I1 asked him for them he answered that he had
authority from captain still to take them and would not let me have
them he then told me I1 must go up to the store I1 went along and
when I1 arrived there clarkdarkoark hallett one of the defendants told him that
he knew little joe mcgee the witness that there was no harm in him
and to let him go I1 was then turned loose while at the store I1 saw the
mormonscormons taking the goods out of the store house and packing many
of the articles off on their horses a number of barrels and boxes were
rolled out before the door when these men who had goods packed before
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them rode off I1 heard a man who remained at the store halloo to one
of them to send four wagons I1 went down to mr worthingtonsworthingtonuWorthingtons and
in returning towards the store again a short time after I1 saw the smoke
and flames bursting from the roof of the store house and three men
coming out of the house who immediately rode off the balance of the
company had just previously left except two who were at mr kaieskalesyalesmalesmaies a
citizen there guarding him I1 heard parley pratt order the men to take
out the goods before the house was set on fire I1 also saw joel S miles
there in the mormon company 35

the statements by the non mormon witnesses are straightforward and
concise contain only eyewitness descriptions of their experiences and
present evidence generally consistent with other testimony and accounts
of these events

following the examination of the state s witnesses the mormonscormons
presented their defense the court record states that the defendants
declined to make any statements but called seven witnesses on their
behalf each witness testified regarding specific evidence against certain
prisoners nancy rigdon testified that her father sidney rigdon
was not involved in the crooked river battle she also said that
george W robinson did not have the clock he allegedly stole in daviess
county ezra chipman delia FE pine and malinda porter testified that
lyman wight did not steal a feather bed as asserted by a previous
witness another witness for the defense jonathan W barlow reported
thatjosephthat joseph smith and lyman wight did not participate in the crooked
river battle but rode down to meet the mormon troops after receiving
word of the battle finally thoret parsons and ArzaarzajuddjrarzajuddJudd jr testified
that prior to the crooked river battle bogartsbogaertsBogarts troops ordered them
from parsons home in caldwell county and threatened to give
far west thunder and lightning before the next day night very
little testimony was given to explain why the mormonscormons organized their
military operations and nothing was said regarding the danitescanitesDanites
instead the defense witnesses attempted to refute a few specific
allegations against some of the prisoners following their testimony
the prosecution called one more witness asa cook who denied that
bogartsbogaertsBogarts troops had threatened mormon settlers this concluded the
presentation of evidence by both sides 36

based on the evidence presented at the hearing judge king found
probable cause to order twenty four defendants to stand trial on
suspicion of committing arson burglary robbery and larceny these
prisoners were allowed to post bail in amounts ranging from five
hundred to one thousand dollars king committed five prisoners to
the richmond jail on charges of murder for their alleged participation
in the crooked river battle the six remaining prisoners joseph smith
hyrum smith sidney rigdon lyman wight caleb baldwin and
alexander mcrae were committed to the jail in liberty clay county
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on charges of treason 37 because their alleged crimes were capital
offenses judge king allowed no bail for the prisoners charged with
treason or murder grand jury trials for the defendants were scheduled
for march 1839

some evidence was presented against each defendant charged by
king several witnesses identified most of those charged as having par-
ticipated in the alleged crimes contrary to the mormonscormonsMormons expectations
twenty nine prisoners were released due to insufficient evidence 38

the mormonscormons subsequently denounced both the hearing andjudgeandjudge
kings findings the defendants argued that the prosecutions witnesses
had testified falsely regarding mormon military operations and regarding
statements attributed to mormon leaders in addition they argued that
missouri officials had prevented them from bringing witnesses or making
an adequate defense finally they pointed to the fact that missouri
officials made no attempt to investigate the activities of non mormon
vigilantes as evidence of the prejudicial treatment they received from
missouri courts each of these three issues is discussed below

DID THE prosecutions WITNESSES TESTIFY truthfully
many of the mormon complaints about the hearing emphasized

the deficiencies in the moral character of the witnesses who testified
against them As earlier mentioned mormon leaders regarded
sampson avard as a scoundrel and a liar who testified falsely to save
his life they similarly denounced the dissenters who testified at the
hearing joseph smith characterized george hinkle john corrill
reed peck and other witnesses as men who are so very ignorant that
they cannot appear respectable in any decent and civilized society and
whose eyes are full of adultery and cannot cease from sin 39 like avard
these men reportedly testified to save their lives and to seek revenge
against the church they had left

while a variety of motives undoubtedly influenced the decision
of these men to testify the more important issue is whether their
testimonies or the alternative claims of mormon leaders regarding
mormon activities in Missomissouriurluri are substantiated by other sources

mormon leaders asserted that their soldiers did not burn and
plunder homes or commit other crimes in daviess county as testified
by the prosecution witnesses according to hyrum smith the
missouriansMissour ians set fire to their own homes and then blamed the mormonscormons
in order to inflame the excitement against them he states

many people came to see they saw the houses burning and being
filled with prejudice they could not be made to believe but that the

mormonscormonsMormons set them on fire which deed was most diabolical and of
the blackest kind for indeed the mormonscormonsMormons did not set them on fire
nor meddle with their houses or their fields 40
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in addition the mormonscormons said that their military operations in daviess
county were authorized by generals alexander W doniphan and
hiram G parks of the missouri state militia 41 the generals reportedly
mustered out the daviess and caldwell county militia units to which
the mormonscormons belonged and ordered them to repel the vigilantes the
mormonscormons thus asserted that they acted in self defense under legitimate
state authority and committed no crimes

evidence from the journals and reminiscences of loyal mormonscormons
reveals however that mormon soldiers did engage in burning and
plundering in daviess county oliver huntington reported that mormon
soldiers after burning gallatin returned to adam ondi ahman laden
with goods which they deposited at the bishops storehouse

the next day I1 went to bishop knights and saw the plunder and 0
what lots I1 thought and heard them the soldiers tell in what order
they took the place the store they burned but the goods were
preserved 42

warren foote who lived in caldwell county said that the mormonscormons
took their enimiesenemies corn cattle hogs &cac according to the usages of war 43

these activities carried out under the direction and approval of mormon
leaders were deemed necessary for protection against anti mormon
vigilantes benjamin RE johnson a mormon soldier who participated
in several raids defended their actions

here let me say that it should not be supposed that we were
common robbers because we took by reprisal that with which to keep
from starvation our women and children ours was a struggle for our lives
and homes 44

these reminiscences from loyal mormon sources corroborate the
testimony given at the hearing regarding mormon activities in daviess
county 45

the evidence also indicates that during the october expedition
to daviess county where most of the mormon military operations
examined by the court took place mormon soldiers acted on their
own and not under the authority of the state militia when general
doniphan arrived in far west on 1315 october he probably advised the
mormonscormons to fight in self defense he sympathized with their plight
but for a number of reasons it is unlikely that he ordered mormon
soldiers to march to daviess county first the mormonscormons planned and
organized the expedition before doniphan arrived in far west
moreover the caldwell county militia did not belong to his brigade
he had no official authority over them finally general doniphan
did not have the authority no one in caldwell county had the
authority to order the caldwell troops to daviess county 46 similarly
the evidence indicates that general parks did not authorize the mormon
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activities in daviess county he did not arrive at adam ondiondl ahman
until after the mormonscormons had begun their raids including the burning
and sacking of gallatin neither doniphan nor parks reported ordering
the mormonscormons into the field in fact as a consequence of the mormon
activities in daviess county both generals called out their troops to
halt the mormon military operations 47

the testimony regarding the salt sermon and the expulsion of
dissenters from caldwell county is similarly verified by mormon sources
george W robinson a danite colonel and secretary to the first
presidency described the incident in his contemporary account of
these events

I1 would mention or notice something about 0 cowdery david whitmer
lyman E johnson and john whitmer prest rigdon preached one
sabbath upon the salt that had lost itsits savour that it is henceforth good
for nothing but to be cast out and troden under foot of men and the
wicked flee when no man pursuethfursuethpursueth these men took warning and soon
they were seen bounding over the prairie like the scape goat to carry
offfl their own sins we have not seen them since their influence is gone
and they are in a miserable condition so also it is with all who turn
from the truth to lying cheating defrauding & swindelingSwindeling 48

ebenezer robinson who signed the letter ordering the dissenters to
leave caldwell also left an account confirming the testimony presented
at the richmond hearing 49 none of the defendants specifically denied
the testimony regarding this incident the bulk of evidence suggests
that the dissenters testimony was true

mormon leaders made surprisingly few references to the danitescanites
in their public petitions and statements regarding the richmond
hearing joseph smith asserted that sampson avard swore false
concerning the danite constitution but neither he nor the other
defendants disputed the testimony describing the teachings and
activities of the danite organization 50 evidence from mormon sources
particularly morris phelps s reminiscences corroborates the testimony
about the groups teachings and goals 51 contemporary mormon
accounts also reveal that the danitescanites played an active and influential
role in mormon affairs such as the expulsion of dissenters from
caldwell county injuneinjurein june the consecrating of property to the church
the fourth ofjulyofjuly celebration at far west and the mormon expedition
to daviess county after the gallatin election battle 52 the group
operated prominently in northern missouri for nearly five months its
teachings and activities were known to non mormonscormons as well as to
latter day saints the influential role of the danitescanites and the presence
of mormon leaders within the organization lend support to the
witnesses testimony that the first presidency approved of and
encouraged the group s activities
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there remains a question however regarding the extent to which
joseph smith actively directed the danitescanitesDanites in a letter to the saints
joseph smith asserted that avard taught many false and pernicious
things of which the first presidency was not aware 53 in addition
nearly all mormonscormons claimed that avard and not joseph smith
directed the danite organization their assertions contradict avardsawards
testimony but not the testimony of other witnesses for the prosecution
although corrill peck and other witnesses believed that avard received
his instructions from joseph smith none of them claimed to have
firsthand knowledge of this fact they all affirmed that avard was the

teacher and active agent of the society 54 the evidence thus
corroborates most of the testimony regarding the danitescanitesDanites only awardsavards
assertions that the first presidency wrote the danite constitution and
directed the organizations activities remain in doubt

joseph smiths role in directing mormon activities represented a
central element of the prosecutions case the charge of treason against
the prophet rested on the assertion that he directed not only the danite
organization but also mormon military operations in daviess and
caldwell counties

mormon leaders denied the testimony placingjosephplacing joseph smith at the
head of mormon troops brigham young stated thatjosephthatjoseph smith was
in no way connected with the militia of that state missouri neither
did he bear arms at all nor give advice 55 hyrum smith asserted that
his brother never bore arms as a military man in any capacity
whatever whilst in the state of missouri or previous to that time
neither has he given any orders or assumed any command in any
capacity whatever 56 parley P pratt further contended that the prophet
I1 I1 never bore arms or did military duty not even in self defense 5577 the
testimony thatjosephthat joseph smith played a leading role in mormon military
operations these men asserted was false

evidence from mormon journals and reminiscences however con-
tradicts these statements albert P rockwood reported that following
the gallatin election battle joseph smith & lyman white were at the
head of the company army of israel that went up to the relief of the
brethren in davis sic co 58 many mormonscormons reported that the prophet
organized and led the mormon troops when the missouri militia first
appeared outside far west 59 on another occasion joseph smith counter-
manded an order by state militia colonel george hinkle directing
a group of mormon soldiers to ride to haun s mill james H rollins
states thatjosephthat joseph smith told us that we were his men and that we
must not go if we did go against his will we would not be one of
us left to tell the tale tomorrow morning 60 allAHailali mormonscormons recognized
the prophets leading role in temporal as well as spiritual affairs shortly
after the mormon expedition to daviess county rockwood wrote
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you may ask if the prophet goes out with the saints to battle I1 answer
he is a prophet to go before the people as in times of old bro joseph
has unsheathed his sword & in the name of jesus declares that itit shall
not be sheathed again until he can go into any country or state in safety
and peace 61

evidence from loyal mormon sources thus confirms the testimony that
joseph smith actively directed many of the mormon military operations

related to the issue ofjosephofjoseph smiths leadership role among the
saints is the testimony regarding his alleged disregard for the law
again mormon sources confirm many of the witnesses reports of
various statements and speeches by the prophet warren foote
stated that prior to the march of mormon troops to daviess county
joseph smith said that those who would not turn out to help to
suppress the mob should have their property taken to support those
who would 62 regarding vexatious law suits mormon leaders
denounced such proceedings in the political motto of the church
of latter day saints and at the fourth ofjulyofjuly celebration where they
publicly warned that they would allow no one to initiate vexatious
lawsuits against them 6313 similarly13similarly the mormonscormons made no secret of their
belief that they were establishing a temporal kingdom of god which
as daniel prophesied would eventually destroy all other earthly
kingdoms the prophet joseph laid the foundation of our church
in a military Sspirit wrote benjamin EFJjohnsonejohnsonohnson ofofmormonismmormonism s early
years and as the master taught his disiples so he taught Us to sell
our coats and buy swords 641t64 it was this spirit the witnesses testified of

when the testimony of the mormon defense witnesses is compared
with evidence from other sources one glaring inconsistency arises
numerous prosecution witnesses testified that lyman wight led a
company of mormon troops to millportmillpostMillport several witnesses stated
that they saw wight near the town shortly after it was burned in
rebuttal three defense witnesses testified that wight did not leave
adam ondi ahman during the period in question in a petition
written while he was in libertyjailliberty jailjalljali wight insisted that he never left
his house 65 in affidavits filed in 1843 however both hyrum smith
and lyman wight stated that wight commanded mormon troops in
expeditions against the vigilantes 66 wight reported that he led a
company of sixty men to millportmillpostMillport the 1843 affidavits confirm the
testimony of the prosecutions witnesses

source materials for this period do not provide the necessary detail
to examine each accusation against the defendants the evidence that
is available however substantiates most of the testimony by the
prosecution s witnesses regarding key issues and events such as the
salt sermon and expulsion of dissenters from far west the teachings
and activities of the danite band the burning and plundering
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committed by mormon soldiers in daviess county andjosephand joseph smiths
leading role in the mormon military organizations

CONDUCT OF THE TRIAL

the mormon defendants charged that missouri officials conspired
to prevent them from presenting an adequate defense at the hearing
according to many accounts captain bogart and his men cast into
prison nearly forty defense witnesses and drove the rest from the state
many defendants reported that neither they nor their witnesses were
allowed to testify several also stated that they were prevented from
getting legal counsel in addition judge king and other local officials
allegedly threatened mormon witnesses and forced them to testify at
the point of bayonet the frightened and intimidated witnesses then
testified falsely to save their own lives according to these accounts
the richmond hearing was a cynical pretense of justice in which
missouri officials deliberately violated standard legal procedures in
order to charge the mormon defendants people they knew were
innocent of any wrongdoing with all manner of crimes had proper
legal procedures been followed these mormonscormons argued they could have
disproved the testimony against them

evidence from mormon sources supports the claim that mormon
witnesses were intimidated at the richmond hearing missouri officials
apparently threatened to prosecute witnesses who refused to cooperate
with the investigation morris phelps a witness and defendant reported
that he was prosecuted because of his reluctance to testify against the
other prisoners 67 james H rollins claimed he was originally summoned
to testify against the others but soon found he was a defendant and
not a witness 68 william huntington sr went into hiding after
hearing rumors that local ruffians intended to throw him in prison
to prevent him from testifying for the defense according to his son
huntington later reached an understanding with these men and
did not testify 69 69johnjohn murdock complained that he went to richmond
for the hearing but was not allowed to testify 70 regarding those who
did testify for the defense ebenezer robinson wrote that our witnesses
were treated so badly and intimidated to such an extent it was
considered useless to attempt to make an extended defense 71

the evidence suggests however that many of the other claims
regarding the conduct of the hearing are exaggerated the mormon
accounts do not give the names of the forty defense witnesses who were
reportedly thrown in jail nor do any mormon individuals report
receiving such treatment because they were called to testify 72 neither
peter H burnett nor erastus snow who both attended the hearing
reported this gross obstruction of justice 73 there is no evidence
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corroborating mormon reports of the mass jailing of their witnesses
in addition mormon claims that they were not allowed to testify to
bring witnesses or to have legal counsel are not true the court record
shows that seven witnesses testified for the defense the court record
also states that the defendants themselves declined the opportunity
to be examined 74 and two of the best known defense lawyers in
western missouri alexander W doniphan and amos rees handled
the case for the defendants 75

two related issues should also be examined the first deals with
judjudgejudaeae kings alleged prejudice against the saints kings brother in law
had been killed in a skirmish with the mormonscormons in jackson county
in 1833 during the 1838 disturbances he wrote to governor boggs
and charged that the mormonscormons had become the aggressors in the
conflict the defendants asserted that throughout the hearing the
judge made statements revealing his prejudice and determination to
throw them in prison if the governors exterminating order had been
directed to me king reportedly told the defendants 1 I would have
seen it fulfilled to the very letter ere this time 76 should king have
disqualified himself and requested another judge to sit in his place

judge kings previous involvement in the mormon disturbances
even when evaluated by the less rigid standards of frontier society was
sufficient to warrant his disqualification from the richmond hearing if
king made the statements attributed to him by mormon defendants
then clearly he lacked the impartiality to preside at the hearing there
is no evidence however that any other judges were considered for the
hearing perhaps part of the problem was that no judge in western
missouri was completely free from bias yet bringing a new judge a
hundred miles across the state to conduct a preliminary hearing would
have been unusual for this period king as judge of the fifthjudicialfifthjudicial
circuit was the logical choice to conduct the hearing because his
jurisdiction included all the counties where the alleged crimes had been
committed

regardless of whether king should have sat at the hearing the
evidence suggests that mormon claims regarding his behavior are
exaggerated missouriansMissourians connected with the hearing praised kings
handling of the examination william T wood who served as a lawyer
for the saints in injacksonjackson county and assisted the prosecuting attorney
at the richmond hearing denied the mormon claims regarding the
court of inquiry asserting the trial was not a mock trial judge king
presided in good faith and with fairness 77 general clark reported

every facility was afforded the prisoners in getting their witnesses
&cac that could be and as far as I1 could observe the investigation was
conducted upon legal grounds 78 their close connections to the
investigation undoubtedly colored these reports by wood and clark
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but even amos rees who served the entire hearing as one of the lawyers
for the mormon defendants reported in a private letter that they were
tried and committed according to the law

judge king sitting as a court of enquiry heard all the evidence in a regular
way and had it all reduced to writing as required by law the mormonscormons
were then heard by their counsel in defence &cac and after this the judge
proceeded to commit some of them for treason and murder to discharge
others and to admit to bail the great majority of them 79

finally an examination of the court record reveals that judge king
regardless of any prejudice he may have had charged and committed
the defendants on the evidence against them in fact he released
nearly half the mormon prisoners due to insufficient evidence this
does not mean thatjudgethat judge king held no prejudice against the saints
nor that there were not some irregularities associated with the richmond
hearing rather this evidence represents further support that missouri
officials generally followed accepted procedures for preliminary hearings

the charge of treason represents another controversial issue related
to the hearing missouri state law stipulates

every person who shall commit treason against the state by levying
war against the same or by adhering to the enemies thereof by giving
them aid and comfort shall upon conviction suffer death or be
sentenced to imprisonment in the penitentiary for a period not less than
ten years 80

the mormonscormons had gathered in missouri to establish a religious
community not to levy war against their neighbors no evidence exists
to indicate treasonous intent in mormon teachings or activities but
this does not necessarily imply thatjudgethat judge king was mistaken in his
ruling the testimony at the richmond hearing provided sufficient
evidenceforevidence fotfor the purposes ofaodaof a ofapreliminarypreliminary heatinghearing to charge mormon
leaders with treason witnesses testified that 1 mormon leaders
publicly declared they would resist state authority 2 mormon soldiers
attacked state troops burned two towns and drove settlers from their
homes 3 mormon leaders directed the secret danite organization
which threatened and expelled from their homes saints who would
not obey the prophet and 4 the mormonscormons planned to build a temporal
kingdom in western missouri judge kings ruling did not represent
a judgment of guilt against the defendants but rather indicated his
belief that the evidence warranted further investigation of the charges

the mormonscormonsMormons defense against the charge of treason and against
all the charges brought against them rested not on the contention that
they had not committed the acts described at the hearing but on the
reasons why they took up arms why then did they not explain their
actions and disprove the charges against them if as the mormonscormonsMormons
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lawyer asserted the richmond hearing was conducted according to
I1 regular procedures why did the defendants present such a meager
defense

the nature of the richmond hearing rather than a deliberate
obstruction of justice limited the mormonscormonsMormons defense the hearing was
a preliminary examination to evaluate the states evidence against the
defendants not a trial to prove their innocence or guilt thus when
morris phelps attempted to testify on behalf of the prisoners judge king
told him that we do not want to here sic any testimony on that
side of the question 81 similarly the prosecuting attorney objected
to the testimony of another mormon witness arguing that this was
not a court to try the case but only a court of investigation on the
part of the state 82

in addition the weight of theevidencethe evidence against the defendants made
it inadvisable for them to make an extended defense at that time A
lengthy defense even if admitted by the court would have been
counterproductive the mormonscormonsMormons defense was largely an explanation
of why they committed the acts alleged to be crimes they had acted
in self defense mormon soldiers invaded daviess county and attacked
state troops at crooked river because they were trying to protect
themselves from anti mormon vigilantes mormon leaders condemned
missouri officials and engaged in extralegal activities because lawful
methods had failed to protect their people their intentions had been
defensive rather than aggressive an assertion of these arguments by
the defendants however would have required a concurrent admission
of involvement in the alleged criminal acts for the purposes of the
preliminary hearing this would have confirmed the suspicion of guilt
already created by the prosecution but would have availed nothing
toward securing the prisoners release explanations regarding why they
committed their alleged crimes were appropriately saved for their future
trials

viewed from this perspective the reason why doniphan and rees
advised their clients not to testify becomes clear while they had little
hope of dispelling the suspicion of guilt created by the state s witnesses
their own testimonies might further incriminate themselves or other
mormonscormons not yet charged witnesses for the defense carried the same
risk in addition by allowing defense witnesses to testify lawyers for
the mormonscormons would have revealed to the prosecution their intended
line of defense at future trials thus when doniphan told his clients
not to bring witnesses because it would avail us nothing even
if a cohort of angels were to come and swear we were innocent he
may have been referring to the preponderance of evidence establishing
probable cause against the defendants as well as to any alleged
prejudice of the court 83 83thesethese strategic considerations along with a
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genuine fear for the safety of mormon witnesses probably influenced the
decision to bring few witnesses to richmond 84 the fact thatthatjudgejudge king
released nearly half the defendants many of whom had participated
in the alleged crimes suggests that the strategy was successful

perhaps too much was made of the richmond court of inquiry
by non mormonscormons who cited the testimony as evidence that the
mormonscormons instigated the conflict and by mormonscormons who cited the
conduct of the hearing as evidence they did not receive a fair trial the
court of inquiry was not a trial but a preliminary headinghearing and as such
represented insufficient evidence to prove the contentions of either
group whether subsequent trials at which mormon defendants could
have presented an extended defense would have altered their views
will never be known because only one mormon was ever brought to
trial the defendants released on bail all left the state as required
by the governors expulsion order and did not return for their trials
joseph smith and a number of other defendants were indicted by a
grand jury in daviess county but they escaped their guards and fled
to illinois while being transferred to boone county on a change of
venue the defendants charged with murder also received a change
of venue to boone county where most escaped from the columbia
jail while awaiting trial of the two remaining prisoners luman gibbs
had the charges against him dismissed while king follett the only
mormon actually tried by the missouriansMissourians was acquitted of a robbery
charge 85

evaluation OF THE RICHMOND HEARING

this reappraisal of the richmond hearing does not necessarily lead
to the conclusion that justice was served by the judicial inquiry
although some mormon accounts of the courts proceedings were clearly
inaccurate and misleading their basic contention was correct the
richmond inquiry did not represent a thorough or therefore
unbiased investigation of the disturbances missouri officials made
no effort to prosecute anti mormon vigilantes who plundered burned
and drove mormon settlers from their homes there was no court of
inquiry to investigate the killing of william carey or the slaughter of
mormon settlers at haunsmillhaunsHaunsMillmill 86the86 the official investigation into the
causes of the disturbances was manifestly one sided

it was obvious to the mormonscormons and to many non mormon
settlers as well that non mormonscormons had committed crimes during the
disturbances the attempt by local officials to prosecute only mormonscormons
therefore appeared to be a cynical pretense of justice a deliberate
violation of law how could they ignore the many crimes committed
by the anti mormon vigilantes87vigilantes87
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the same question however can be raised concerning mormon
accounts of these events mormon soldiers engaged in highly provocative
and destructive raids on missouri settlements it was obvious to
missouriansMissourians and to many mormon dissenters as well that mormon
soldiers committed crimes during the disturbances yet mormon leaders
denied any wrongdoing and placed all blame for the conflict on the
Missourmissouriansians did the mormonscormons sincerely believe that only Missourmissouriansians
committed crimes during the disturbances or were their statements
cynical attempts to sway public opinion

herein lies the key to understanding the conduct of the richmond
court of inquiry each side believed that the other was the main cause
of trouble this myopic view of the conflict allowed those on both sides
to justify their own actions as defensive while at the same time viewing
the actions of their enemies as aggressive and threatening they excused
their own excesses and illegal activities as having been provoked by their
opponents neither group understood how its own activities contributed
to the disturbances As in most wars the hostility and fear generated
by the conflict caused the participants to hold rigidly to their biased
views it is not surprising then that mormon leaders blamed only
Missourmissouriansians in their accounts of the conflict but neither is it surprising
that at the conclusion of the disturbances missouri officials prosecuted
only mormonscormonsMormons the majority in both groups held one sided views of
the causes of the conflict

this leads to the major conclusion of this study it is one thing when
the prejudice of government officials hampers their judgment and
consequently their ability to administer justice impartially it is another
when their prejudice is so strong that it also leads them to deliberately
and consistently violate the law in order to act on their prejudice the
former condition can eventually lead to the latter and it is often difficult
to distinguish between the two nevertheless there is a difference the
conduct of the richmond hearing evidenced much of the former but
little of the latter that is the failure to prosecute non mormonscormons
revealed an extreme bias but it did not necessarily represent a deliberate
attempt to circumvent the law there were no lynchingslynchings civil
authorities rather than militia officers or vigilante leaders assumed
control of the proceedings and the evidence indicates that they
conducted the examination according to accepted procedures for
preliminary hearings

this fine line distinction between degrees of prejudice would have
provided little solace for the mormon defendants who languished several
months in jail waiting for their trials but the distinction provides
important insights for historians trying to understand these people and
events it suggests that we should reexamine the way we have viewed
the mormon and non mormon participants in the missouri conflict
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mormon historians have too quickly dismissed the statements of
mormon dissenters as exaggerations influenced by an assumed bitterness
against church authorities the evidence from loyal mormon sources
corroborating the dissenters testimony indicates that more credence
should be given to their accounts of these events in addition historians
should take a closer look at the circumstances that led to the dissenters
disaffection from mormonism dissenters in missouri generally gave
two reasons for their discontent first they opposed the oppressive
influence of sampson avard and the danitescanitesDanites whose extreme loyalty
to tojosephjoseph smith prevented open discussion or questioning of church
policies the churchschurche subsequent rejection of avard and danitismdanicismDanitism
following the richmond hearing suggests that the dissenters

opposition may have been warranted 88 second the dissenters believed
that mormon leaders overreactedoverreachedoverreacted to the threats of vigilante violence
and that mormon military operations were unnecessarily provocative
they feared that extralegal activities would bring the entire state against
them the eventual outcome of the conflict indicates that their fears
were justified 89the89 the statements and claims of the mormon dissenters
should of course be weighed carefully some accounts are more accurate
than others but the evidence indicates that they can add to our
understanding of these events

similarly the statements and claims of mormon leaders should
also be weighed carefully their petitions and affidavits were made for
public consumption primarily they wanted to dispel the notion created
by the publication of the richmond court record that the mormonscormons
had engaged in illegal or violent activities As demonstrated above
the private accounts in mormon journals and reminiscences do not
always support the public claims of their leaders regarding these events

finally more attention should be given to the Missourmissouriansians
descriptions of these events this does not mean that their acts of
violence and crime should be excused nor that we should consider them
I1 right and the mormonscormonsMormons wrong there was no single view among
missouriansMissour ians regarding the mormon problem some would have gladly
violated legal procedure to see the mormonscormons justly punished many
others considered the anti mormon vigilantes to be as much at fault
as the mormonscormons in creating the disturbances the majority of residents
in western missouri however believed the mormonscormons instigated the
conflict and this view guided their investigation at the richmond
hearing

this essay s focus on the richmond hearing is necessarily biased
against the mormonscormons because the richmond hearing itself focused on
a narrow set of questions relating to the alleged criminal behavior of
mormon individuals nevertheless it highlights the non mormonscormons
genuine concern and alarm regarding specific mormon teachings and
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activities especially those of the danite organization in addition
non mormonscormons treated events that occurred near the end of the
disturbances such as mormon depredations in daviess county as
evidence that the mormonscormons had aggressive intentions all along many
non mormonscormons though not all failed to see that mormon military
activities were primarily a response to anti mormon violence and that
to some degree mormon soldiers were goaded into committing
excesses against non mormon citizens 90 once we understand this biased
view we can understand why many missouriansMissour ians believed the mormonscormons
were the cause of trouble and we can further understand the logic
motivating the missouriansMissourians investigation of alleged mormon crimes

the conduct and outcome of the richmond hearing also help to
illuminate one of the central problems faced by the mormonscormons in
missouri during the height of conflict an exasperated joseph smith
reportedly complained who is so big a fool as to cry the law the law
when it is always administered against us and never inin our favor 91 local
officials intervened on numerous occasions during the disturbances
but they proved unable and in some instances unwilling to halt
the anti mormon violence mormonscormons were occasionally arrested for
committing illegal acts but this was rarely the case with non mormonscormons
the richmond hearing followed this same pattern mormonscormons were
arrested and jailed for causing the disturbances while the actions of
non mormonscormons were ignored by law enforcement officials this outcome
illustrates how the dominant community can use the law to enforce
local customs and values and to preserve the power of the existing
elite against groups of people perceived as threatening to that
community the lawful incarceration of joseph smith and other
mormon leaders helped to justify and expedite the eventual expulsion
of the mormonscormons from the state

the missouriansMissourians view of the conflict can be contrasted with the
view dominating mormon histories and accounts mormon accounts
tend to focus upon events that occurred at the beginning of the
disturbances when anti mormon vigilantes initiated conflicts with
mormon settlers and upon the suffering endured by mormonscormons
throughout the conflict mormon accounts downplay ignore and even
deny danite aggression plundering and burning by mormon soldiers
and other activities that Missourmissouriansians viewed as threatening and illegal
many mormonscormonsMormons believing that non mormonscormons were to blame for the
conflict erroneously concluded that what finally resulted the
mormonscormons expulsion was part of a conspiracy concocted by the
governor down to the lowest judge 92 they regarded the richmond
hearing as part of this civilian conspiracy to drive the mormonscormons from
the state their view mirrored the view of Missourmissouriansians who believing
that mormonscormons were to blame for the conflict erroneously concluded
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that what finally resulted the numerous depredations by mormon
soldiers was part of a mormon conspiracy to seize property and power
that is why missouri officials charged mormon leaders with treason
at the richmond hearing

rather than seeking to assess blame however the historian can
gain greater insight by seeking to understand the perceptions and
beliefs motivating the participants actions for example historians
are not necessarily wrong when they point to anti mormon agitation
as the initial cause of trouble but such a narrow view does not
help us to understand how and why the conflict expanded why
non mormonscormons who were initially friendly or neutral toward the
mormonscormons eventually sided against them or why the conflict ended with
the mormonscormonsMormons expulsion from missouri the alternative approach of
seeking to understand rather than blame still allows the historian
to point out that mormonscormons sought mainly to defend themselves from
anti mormon vigilantes that mormon leaders initially appealed to civil
authorities for help and that the mormon people suffered terrible
injustices in missouri but this approach also requires the historian to
give credence to the accounts by non mormonscormons to point out that most
missouriansMissour ians also believed they were fighting on the defensive that many
missouriansMissour ians hoped for a peaceful resolution of the conflict and that
many non mormonscormons suffered injustices at the hands of mormonscormonsMormons there
was of course no single view among either mormonscormons or non mormonscormons
regarding these events consequently it is only by taking into account
the multifarious and contending voices among both mormonscormons and
missouriansMissour ians that we can hope to understand the complicated pattern
of prejudices motives and forces that eventually led to the saints
expulsion from the state
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officially subscribed to before the municipal court of Nauvoo the first day ofjulyofjuly 1843 inin injosephjoseph smith
history odtheof the church 341754173 417 20 hyrum smith 3430543054503 450430 parley P pratt 344854483 448 lyman wight and 34633 463465 64
sidney rigdon joseph smith appeals to supreme court of missouri 200 216 parley P pratt

autobiography ofparleyof parley parker pratt salt lake city deseret book co 1976 209 15 and sidney rigdon
an Appeappealartoaltosatoto the american people being an account odtheoftheof the persecutions odtheof the church oflatterdayof lutterlatterlurter day saints
and odtheoftheof the barbarities inflicted on them by the inhabitants odtheoftheof rhethe state ofmissouriof missouri cincinnati shepard
& sterns 1840 47 49

see for example james B allenalienailen and glen M leonard the story odtheoftheof rhethe lafterlatterlufter day saints salt lake city
deseret book co 1976 130 donna hillHilhllhii josepgjosephljoseph smith the firstmormonfirst mormon garden city NY doubleday
1977 246 50 and leland H gentry A history of the latter day saints inin northern missouri from 1836
to 1839 phd diss brigham young university 1965 546 63
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borrorforbar information on preliminary hearings inin the first half of the nineteenth century see the reviedseatutesrevised statutes
of the state of missouri st louis argus 1835 474 78 and nathan dane A general abridgment
and digest ofamericanof american law with occasional notes and comments 9 vols boston cummings hilliardmilliard
& co 1823 29 72997 299 303 for more general information on preliminary hearings see frank W miller
prosecution the decision to charge a suspect with a crimegrime boston little brown & co 1969 45 109
stephen A saltzburg american criminal procedure cases and Commentary 2dad ed st paul minnmmndmn west
publishing 1984 653 61 and charles E torcia whartonsWhartons criminal evidence 4 vols rochester NY
the lawyers cooperative publishing 1972 33713 371 87 preliminary hearings today generally have fewer witnesses
and do not last as long as the richmond court of inquiry but the purpose and procedures of the hearings
remainremain the same

the response of arthur bradford a non mormon settler inin carroll county typified that of many citizenscitizens
1 I did not at first approve of the vigilantes but I1 finally believed they were right and I1 joined inin with
them he wrote shortly after the mormon surrender 1 I am convinced history does not afford a deeper laid
scheme of vallavallamyvallainytallamyiny than that which has just developed itself inin regard to the course persuedpursued by that sect
arthur I1 H bradford to thomas G bradford 13 november 1838 thomas G bradford correspondence

TS library archives historical department the church ofjesusofjesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city
utah hereafter cited as LDS church archives

missouri republican st louis 9 november 1838
7priorprior to the arrival of general clark general samuel D lucas held a court martialmartill of seven

mormon leaders includingincludingjosephjoseph smith and sentenced them to be shot opposition from other officers
dissuaded lucas from executing the men governor boggs after receiving reports that general clarkdark was
also considering a court martial of mormon prisoners instructed clarkdarkoark you will not attempt to try them
by court martial the civil law must govern governor boggs to general clarkdark 19 november 1838 inin
document containing the correspondence orders &cac inin relation to the disturbances with the cormonsmormonsMormons
and the evidence given before the hon austin A king fayette mo boons lick democrat 1841 81

hereafter cited as document the court record of the richmond hearing isis contained inin document 97 151

document containscontains the testimoniestestimonies of all but three witnesseswitnesses who testified at the richmond hearing the
testimoniestestimonies of the three other witnesseswitnesses george walter robert snodgrass and abner scovel areaxeaie found inin
james H hunt mormonism embracing the origin rise and progress odtheoftheof rhethe sect with an examination of
the book ofofmormonmormon also their troubles inin Mifmissourisounisouri and final expulsion from the state st louis ustick
and davies 1844 217 19 227 28

george M hinkle to W W phelps 14 august 1844 inin S J hinklehinkie A biographical sketch of
G M hinklejournalhinklehinkie journal ofhirtoryof history 13 october 1920 452 hinklehinkie was referring to the seventy men most
of whom fought inin the crooked river battle who fled farfaxpar west during the night of 31 october 1838

report of general clarkdark 29 november 1838 inin document 90 reed peck also states that avard provided
the names of alleged mormon criminals reed peck manuscript salt lake city modern microfilm ndn d
29 TS

affidavit of thomas B marsh and orson hyde 24 october 1838 inin document 58 59
citizens of ray county to the governor 23 october 1838 min document 49

ebenezer robinson items of personal history the return 2 march 1890 234
13 morris13morris phelps reminiscences 16 TS LDS church archives
14detter14letterletter to A B chambers ed missouri republican 20 november 1838
jamesjamesamasaamasa little biography of lorenzoLorenzlorenzodowdowoDow moungyoungmungdung utah hiftHirthirrhistoricalorical quarterly 14 january october

1946 52
eliasellaseilas higbee to joseph smith jr 20 february 1840 inin history of the church 4824 82 83

17 rigdon an appeal to the american people 47 48
18 testimony of nancy rigdon inin document 147 nancy was a daughter of sidney rigdon
19 mormon19mormon memoirs liberty tribune missouri 9 april 1886

document2odocument 98
ibid2ibidbibid 97
avardilavardalavard s entireentire testimony isis contained inin document 97 108
peter burnett recollections and opinions ovanof an olyoldoldpioneerpioneer new morkyork D appleton and company

1880 63 64 burnett served as a lawyer for the defendants at subsequent hearings inin clay and daviess countiescounties
2414 A history of david pettigrew 8 TS LDSIDSins church archives pettigrew was a defendant at the

hearing
25 pratt autobiography 212

little information existsexists to indicate how the prosecutionprosecuton located mormon witnesseswitnesses willing to testify
for the state avard ofcourseof course turned states evidence to avoid prosecution george hinkle who did not consider
himself a dissenter claimed he was legally subpoenaed george M hinkle to W W phelps 452 how
the prosecution identified hinkle and other mormonscormons both loyal and dissenting as witnesseswitnesses for the state
isis unknown

27 27testimoniestestimonies inin document of sampson avard 103 7 john corrill 110 john cleminsonCleciemmson 114

reed peck 120 and john whitmer 139 and testimony of george walter inin hunt mormonism 217
2testimoniestestimonies inin document of sampson avard 98 99 john corrill 112 john cleminson 115

reed peck 117 and W W phelps 122 23 a loyal mormon witnesswitness morris phelps gave corroborating evidence
regarding the speeches by smith and rigdon 110
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testimonies inin document of sampson avard 99 100 john corrill 112 john cleminsonCleciemmson 115

reed peck 118 W W phelps 123 24 george hinklehinkie 125 26 and burr riggs 134 two loyal mormonscormonsMormons
jeremiah myers 131 32 and timothy lewis 145 also gave corroborating evidence regarding mormon
depredations inin daviess county

30 30testimonytestimony of george hinklehinkie inin document 128 sampson avard 100 107 and two loyal mormon
witnesseswitnesses james C owens 113 and samuel kimbel 138 also described this speech

testimony311estimony of george hinklehinkie inin document 128 see also testimoniestestimonies of john corrillcornil 111 and
john whitmer 139 and testimony of robert snodgrass inin hunt mormonism 217

borfor testimony that joseph smith said he would not submit to vexatiousvexatious lawsuits see testimoniestestimonies inin
document ofjohnof john cleminsonClemmson 114 W W phelps 121 22 and john whitmer 138 one loyal mormon
james C owens gave corroborating testimony concerning this point 113

33 reminiscences of columbia prison 1 photocopy LDS church archives
testimony311estimony of morris phelps inin document 110

testimony351estimony of ofjosephjoseph H mcgee inin document 141

testimonies of defense witnesseswitnesses inin document of malinda porter 146 delia FE pine 146 47
nancy rigdon 147 jonathan W barlow 147147848 thoret parsons 148 ezra chipman 148 and arzajuddArza judd
jr 148 49 and testimony of prosecution witnesswitness asa cook 149

37mcraemcrae and baldwin who were members of the same mormon militia company were apparently charged
with treason because they allegedly claimed the mormonscormons intended to take daviess county livingston county
and then the entireentire state testimony ofjesse kelly inin document 137 in charging these two men with treason
judge king appears to have evaluated the evidence inin a light quite favorable to the prosecution

31forforthefbrthethe sentencing of the defendants see document 149 5511 the total number of mormon defendants
at the hearing was sixty four

39thethe prophets letter to the church 16 december 1838 inin history odtheoftheof the church 3232325252523 232252
hyrum smith affidavit 1 july 1843 inin history odtheof the church 34083 408 9

41seesee affidavits ijuly1july 1843 in inhistoiyhistory odtheof taethefae church ofhyrum smith 34063 406 8 parley P pratt3425pratt 34253 425
and lyman wight 544234423 442 44 and joseph smith jr A bill of damages 4 june 1839 inin history odtheoftheof taethe
church 337035703 370570

41history41 history of oliver boardman huntington written by himself 31 32 TS library of the utah state
historical society salt lake city huntington was a fifteen year oldoid mormon resident of adam ondi ahman

43 autobiography of warren foote 30 photocopy LDS church archives
44 44benjaminbenjamin FE johnson my lifes review independence mo zions printing and publishing co 1947

42 43 it isis interesting to note that johnson reported that john L butler brought inin nearly forty head of
the Missourmissounansmissouriansianslans cattle to adam ondi ahman thus confirming the testimony of burr riggs who said that
he saw butler drive inin thirtythim sixsix head of cattle during the mormon expedition to daviess testimony of
burr riggs inin document 134

411tit should be noted that neither huntington johnson nor foote stated that joseph smith instructed
the soldiers to live off the spoils of war as testified at the hearing circumstantial evidence however lends
credence to the dissenters testimony implicit inin the statements by huntingtonhunungtonhunington johnson and foote isis their
belief that the plundering activitiesactivities were part of the mormon military strategy many different companies
of mormon soldiers participated inin the plundering further indicating that this was general policy rather than
an isolated act of one or two mormon militia unitsunits two mormon apostles david W patten and parley P pratt
led the attack on gallatin moreover the stolen livestock and property were brought back to adam ondiondl ahman
and distributed to the saints by the local bishop vinson knight inm full viewview of all present these activities
were carried out whilejosephwhile joseph smith directed mormon military operations at adam ondiondl ahman even morinmormonscormonsns
inin caldwell county such as warren foote knew about the plundering activitiesactivities of their soldiers inin daviess
finally a loyal mormon witnesswitness at the hearing morris phelps confirmed the dissenters testimony regarding
the prophets instructionsmsuucuons to mormon troops testimony of morris phelps inm document 110

46forfor sidney rigdon s explanation of why neither doniphan nor caldwell county officials could order
the caldwell militia to daviess see sidney rigdon affidavit I1 july 1843 inm history odtheoftheof rhethe church 345454543 454 56

47forborfor the reports of parks and doniphan regarding mormon activitiesacuvities inin daviess county see general parks

to general atchison 21 october 1838 inin document 47 48 and david R atchison and alexander W
doniphan to lieutenant colonel R B mason 27 october 1838 photocopy LDS church archives

4841 the scriptory book ofofjosephjoseph smith jr president of the church ofjesusof jesus christ oflatterdayoflatterdaysatterdayLattdatterday saints
inin all the world 47 photocopy LDS church archives

49 ebenezer robinson items of personal history the return I11 october 1889 145 48 and ibid 2

february 1890 218 19

affidavit of ofjosephjoseph smith et al 15 march 1839 inin appeals to supreme court of missouri 209
morns phelps reminiscences 3355 see also little biography ofoflorenzolorenzo dow young 52 53

51forfor a more detailed description of mormon sources referring to danite activitiesactivities see rumblingscrumblingsRumblin gs of
a conflict chapter 3 of my forthcoming book the 18384formon183841838 mormonformon vearwarwear inin missouri columbia mo university
of missouri press 1987

the prophets letter to the church 16 december 1838 in history oftleoftbeof toethetor church 32313 231251

testimony541estimony ofjohnof john cleminsoncieClecicmmson min document 114 see also testimoniestestimonies ofjohnof john corrill 110 13 and
reed peck 116 20

5513righarnbnghambangham faungmoungfeungyoung affidavit 1 july 1843 inin history odtheoftheof rhethe church 3433345334553 433453455
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hyrum smith affidavit 1 july 1843 inm history of the church 340454043 404
57 parley P pratt affidavit 1 july 1843 inm history odtheoftheof toethe church 3432

albert5albertaalbert P rockwood journal 6 october 1838 to 30 january 1839 2 TS LDS church archives original
inin the yale university library new haven connecticut rockwood was a mormon resident of far west the
army of israel to which he referred consisted of mormon troops organized separately from the state militia unitsunits

59seesecscesee for example reddick N allred the diary of reddick N allred treasures ofpioneerof pioneer history
comp kate B carter 6 vols salt lake city daughters of the utah pioneers 1956 530055005 300500 301 elder
john brush by two friends autumn leaves 4 march 1891 130 31 and john taylor discourse march
5 1882 journal ofdiscoursesof discourses 26 vols london latter day saints book depot 18518555 86 2337235723 37

A sketch of the life ofjamesof jamesjlmes henry rollins 7 TS LDS church archives
61 61rockwoodrockwood journal 11

Foote61foote61 autobiography 29 30
6363josephjoseph smith jr et al the political motto of the church of latter day saints inin history odtheof tretheted

church 393 9 and peter crawley two rare missouri documents brigham young university studies 14

summer 1974 527 the political motto was a short statement by byjosephjoseph smith and other mormonscormons on
democracy and the constitution

61quoted61quoted inin dean R zimmerman I1 knew the prophets an analysis odtheoftheof the letter of ofbenjaminbenjamin ajohnsonfjohnsonFJohnson
to george F gibbs bountiful utah horizon 1976 26

65 petition65petition of lyman wight 15 march 1839 inin appeals to supreme court of missouri 202 3
66 66affidavitsaffidavits 1 july 1843 inin history odtheoftheof taethe church ofofhyrumhyrum smith 540834083 408 and lyman wight 3445544534433 443445
61phelps61phelps reminiscences of columbia prison 1

61lifeilfelife ofjamesof james H rollins 8
69huntington69huntington history 38

70johnjohn murdock journal 106 photocopy LDS church archives murdock stated incorrectly that no
one was allowed to testify for the defense

7 robinson items of personal history 235 robinson was a defendant at the hearing the threats by
missouri officials to prosecute witnesseswitnesses who refused to cooperate does not necessarily represent a violation
of the law this tactictactic isis occasionally used by law enforcement officials to obtain evidence from suspected
criminals but the power to prosecute can also be abused according to mormon reports their witnesseswitnesses believed
they would be charged with crimescrimes regardless of their innocenceinnocence or guilt if they did not cooperate although
itit may be true that missouri officials purposely created this impression inin order to intimidate mormon witnesseswitnesses
the court record also shows that 1 none of the mormon witnesseswitnesses for the defense was prosecuted and

2 judge king charged the defendants according to the evidence against them
710neone of the defense witnesses thoret parsons later said that he suffered false imprisonment

inm missouri but he does not provide additional information regarding when where or for what reason
he was imprisoned affidavit may 6 1839 missouri claims LDS church archives missouri law stipulated

while any witnesswitness for or against the prisoner isis under examinationexamination the magistrate may exclude from the
place inin which such examinationexamination isis had all witnesseswitnesses who have not been examined and he may cause the
witnesseswitnesses to be kept separate and prevented from conversing with each other until they all shall have been
examined revised statutes odtheof taethe state ofmifsouiiof missouri 476 many Missourmissouriansmissounansianslans feared that mormon witnesseswitnesses
would testify falsely inin order to free their brethren from jail it isis possible that local officials attempted to
keep the witnesseswitnesses away from the courtroom and separated from each other before they testified at the hearing
although parsons did not state that his imprisonment was connected with the richmond hearing he may
have been detained min order to separate him from the other witnesseswitnesses this however isis merely speculation
sincesince neither parsons nor any of the other mormonscormons reported that they were arrested or detained because they
were subpoenaed to testify for the defense

73erastusErastus73braErastussius snow journal january 1838 to june 1841 41 42 photocopy LDS church archives burnett
recollections 63 64

74document 146

7the75theathe court record shows that during the hearing the mormon defendants also hired a third lawyer
john R williams to handle their case see document 132 145

761ymanlyman wight affidavit 1 july 1843 inm history of the church 344854483 448
77william T wood mormon memoirs liberty tribune 9 april 1886

7reportreport of general clarkdarkoarkollk 29 november 1838 inm document 93
amos79amos rees to abiel leonard 1 november 1839joint1839 joint collection university of ofmissourimissouri western historical

manuscript collection and state historical society of missouri manuscripts columbia missouri although
alexander doniphan discussed his associationassociation with the mormonscormons inin at least two reminiscencesreminiscences he makes only
brief reference to serving as a lawyer for them during this period he provides no information regarding the
conduct of this hearing

8080revisedrevised statutes odtheof the state ofmissouriof missouri 166 article 1 crimes and punishments treason isis generally
thought of as a federal crimecrime but many state constitutionsconstitutions also make itit a crimecrime to commitcommit treason
against the state john brown for example was executed inin 1859 for treason against the state of virginia
willard hurst treason inin the united states harvardlawharvard luwlaw review 58 july 1945 806

phelps reminiscences of columbia prison 1

hyrum82hyrum smith affidavit 1 july 1843 inin history odtheoftheof fhethefae church 341954193 419
83 83sidneysidney rigdon affidavit 1 july 1843 inin history odtheoftheof rhethe church 3464
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140non 3 december less than a week after the hearhearingg ended albert rockwood wrote none of the
defendants saw fit to make any defence at all the brethren knew itit would be of little use to make a
defence at this court and likewise considered itit would jeopardize the lives of the wittriesseswittnessesWitt nesses rockwood
journal 21

85 history ofboone county missouri st louis western historical society 1882 216 and robinson
items of personal history 242455 follett was not one of the defendants charged at the richmond hearing

but was later indicted for robbery inin caldwell county gibbs charged with murder for his participation inin
the crooked river battle was released when the state decided not to prosecute

86williarnwilliam carey a mormon died from a blow to the head delivered by a missouri soldier shortly after
carey was taken prisoner by state troops during the disturbances seventeen mormon settlers were killed when
missouri soldiers attacked hauns mill two days before the mormon surrender

after being charged with murder and remanded to the richmond jail parley P pratt wrote to judge
king when the authorities of the state shall redress all these wrongs against the saints shall punish the
guilty according to law and shall restore my family and friends to all our rights and shall pay all the damages
which we as a people have sustained then I1 shall believe them sinceresincere inin their professed zeal for law and
justice then shall I1 be convinced that I1 can have a fair trial inin the state parley P pratt to judge
austin A king 13 may 1839 inin autobiography 232

818118 ironically118ironically mormon historians often treat avard and the dissenters as being of the same mind and as
having testified for the same reasons this tends unfairly to discount the dissenters credibility and their
testimoniestestimonies at the richmond hearing in reality the dissenters were the first to object to avardsawards character
teachings and influence inin mormonism reed peck described avard as the mainmalnmainmaln actor inin the organization
of the canitesdanites and the scourge of every man that would not passively yield to but dared to oppose the
principles of the new church government john corrill said avard was as grand a villian as his witwit and ability
would admit of reed peck manuscript 28 john corrill A briefhestorybrief history odtheoftheof fhetheshe church ofofchnstofchristChrist oflatterof lutterlatterlurter
day saints st louis author 1839 31

191tit isis interesting to note that several mormon leaders including brigham young wilford woodruff
orson hyde and jedediah M grant later condemned sidney rigdonsRigdons fourth ofjulyof july orationoration inin far west
as a foolish and overly aggressive statement of mormon rights that unnecessarily provoked anti mormon violence
brigham bungyoungmoung said elder rigdon was the prime cause of our troubles inin missouri by his fourth ofjulyof july
oration this isis what mormon dissenters believedbeheved but danite oppression kept them from making their opinions
heard for criticismcriticism of rigdonsRigdons speech see elder rigdonsRigdons trialthaileailealtriai times and seasons 5 1 october 1844
667 see also times and seasons 5 1 november 1844 698 john jaques the life and labors of
sidney rigdon improvement era 3 june 19005831900 583 andandjedediahjedediah M grant A collection offactsof facts relative
to the course taken by elder sidney rigdon philadelphia brown bicking & guilbert printers 1844 11

goatat least two non mormonscormons david R atchison and alexander W doniphan viewed mormon military
operations as a response to antiantlanuann mormon agitation see richard L anderson atchisonsatchisonnAtchisons letters and the
causes of mormon expulsion from missouri an article to be printed inin BYU studies 26 summer 1986

peck9peckapeck reed peck manuscript 18

hyrum smith affidavit 1 july 1843 inin history odtheoftheof rhetherge church 342154213 421



the missouri redress petitions
A reappraisal of mormon
persecutions in missouri

clark V johnson

on 10 january 1840 philindia myrick who had recently fled from
missouri after governor lilburn W boggs issued the extermination
order filed an affidavit with robert L hill clerk of the circuit court
for jersey county illinois recounting her experience during the
hauns mill massacre she wrote

the mob came upon us in the after part of the day with mr cumstockcomstockCumstock
at thare hed and commenstCommenst fireingfireling on helpless men womens and children
and thare was fifteen killed and was burriedburnedberried in one hole the next day
and others wounded sum mortally and amungafung whom was my husband
levi N myrick instantly killed and also a child of mine mortalymortale wounded
who died about 4 weeks after 1

so begins one of the most violent stories ever told concerning
religious persecution on the US frontier philindia myrick s affidavit
is representative of the declarations made by other mormonscormons who had
been driven from missouri during the fall and winter of 1838 39 these
documents provide a detailed account of mormon persecution in
missouri as recorded by those who suffered through the experience
they also reflect the cultural economic social and spiritual activities
of the mormonscormons who were present on the missouri frontier in the 1830s

members of the church ofiesusofjesus christ of latter day saints began
settling western missouri in 1831 during thethejacksonianjacksonian era at a time
when small utopian religious communities dotted the land west of
the allegheny mountains their prophet leader joseph smith
dedicated several sites in jackson county for the future use of the
church and with determination the mormonscormons began to build their
homes on the missouri frontier 2 As early as april 1832 troubles arose
between the mormonscormons and their missouri neighbors and in 1833 mobs
drove the mormonscormons from jackson county 3 most of the exiles settled
in clay county but some moved north and east to the counties of
ray clinton lafayette carroll chariton randolph and monroe and

clarkdarkoark V johnson is an associate professor of church history and doctrine at brigham young university
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to areas that later came to be known as daviess and caldwell counties 4

here the saints remained long enough to build homes and plant crops
then in 1836 mobs again began to gather in response to continuing
mormon migration from eastern states and to agitation by jackson
county residents 5

during this time 1836 37 the citizens of clay county undertook
action to relocate the mormonscormons in some unsettled part of missouri 6

finally the mormonscormons moved to an area that eventually became known
as caldwell county 7 again they built homes farms and businesses
however they knew little rest for during the summer and fall of 1838
mobs once more came against them the missouriansMissour ians felt threatened
by the continual influx of mormonscormons and saw in the presence of their
new neighbors a threat to their society mormon religious customs which
united church members socially economically and politically irritated
the missouriansMissourians these differences made the mobs more vindictive and
the violence escalated into the so called mormon war which culminated
in the expulsion of the mormonscormons from the state

ORIGIN OF THE PETITIONS

As an outgrowth of the mormon war joseph smith spent the
winter of 1838 39 confined in the liberty missouri jail while
imprisoned he sent word to the saints to prepare affidavits of their
recent experiences at the hands ofofmobocratsmobocrats with the design of securing
redress from the federal government for the losses they had experienced
in missouri 8 beginning in december 1839 members of the church
commenced recording their missouri experiences and swearing to their
authenticity before civil authorities these officials included justices
of the peace clerks of the circuit court and notariesnotaridesnotaries public in two
counties in iowa and ten counties in illinois this article is based on
a study of 823 petitions from 683 petitionerspetitioners most ofwhich are located
in the following collections

1 A register prepared by thomas bullock who acted as joseph smiths
scribe during the later nauvoo period the register isis five pages long and
contains the names and amounts each petitioner hoped to receive as
compensation from the federal government on the final page bullock
summarizes the claims which totaled 2381984.51238198451 and writes in
parentheses 491 bills this notation represents an error often bills
for there are actually only 481 names listed on the register 9

2 A register included in the journal history of the church listing 482
names of people who swore affidavits against the state of missouri though
generally similar to bullocks list this register omits some of the
petitionerspetitioners on the bullock register and gives eleven additional names that
bullock does not include

3 eighteen files in the LDS church archives contacontainingining 670 documents
arranged alphabetically A comparison oftheseof these documents and the registers
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shows that there are 208 petitions whose signers are not listed on either
register on the other hand the registers list thirty six names for whom
there are no petitions

4 the collection found in the national archives which includes 223
petitionpetitionssio10

in addition to these main collections joseph smith s history of
the church quotes forty four petitions the journal history of the
church records fifty and the joseph smith collection has five among
the petitions in the national archives and the LDSLIDSlloslios church archives
are also several letters that are not really petitions for redress I1 have
designated them as letters of explanation inquiry intent and reference
one hundred ninety people wrote two or more petitions there are
forty eight duplicates most of which are found in the history of the
church the originals of almost all of those published in the history
of the church can be found in the LDS church archives this fact
accounts for the discrepancy between the total number of documents
and the actual number of the petitions in this present study

the mormonscormons presented these legal documents to the federal
government on at least three different occasionsoccasions in a concerted attempt
to obtain reparation for their sufferings in Missourmissouriij11 church leaders
made the first appeal in 1839 40 joseph smith himself led a delegation
consisting of elias higbee robert foster sidney rigdon and
orrin porter rockwell while they were en route to washington
sidney rigdon became ill and robert foster and orrin porter rockwell
stayed behind to care for him while joseph smith and elias higbee
continued their journey rockwell rigdon and foster later joined
joseph smith and higbee in washington12thiswashington 12 this committee made every
effort to get the mormon cause before the US congress joseph smith
not only interviewed president martin van buren but also discussed
the mormon experience in missouri with other national leaders as well
even after he returned to nauvoo the prophet kept up an almost
constant correspondence with the illinois congressional delegation and
he also asked other church leaders such as elias higbee and later
orson hyde to keep the mormon cause before the congress and the
public letters he wrote and received during the final years of his life
1840 44 indicate that he never gave up trying to obtain the saints
legal rights from the federal government 13

A second formal appeal was made in 1842 it is not clear who led
the second delegation however elias higbee elias smith and
john taylor signed the general petition used as an introduction to the
individual petitions which were submitted to congress at that timetimer 144

the third appeal made in 1844 was different in that instead of
submitting individual petitions church leaders sent a single petition
fifty feet long rolled together like a scroll after a four page introduction
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summarizing the sufferings of the latter day saints in missouri 3419
people attached their namesj5names 15

it is possible that the church intended to make another appeal
to the federal government since thirteen of the petitions found in the
LDS church archives are dated 18451843 these petitions signed by
individuals are similar to those prepared in 1839 and 1841 and are
scattered throughout the collection

the affidavits carried to washington in 1839 40 contain bills
or simple statements of property losses in missouri iliasaliaseilasullas higbee
apparently brought these bills back to nauvoo when he returned from
washington in 1840 16 no one retrieved the 1842 petitions and the
judiciary committee ordered them placed in the national archives
once they had finished with themj7perhapsthem 17 perhaps the petitions were left in
washington purposely since the saints continued to lobby congress
until 1846 trying to secure their rights it appears that these petitions
formed the basis for efforts made by orson pratt orson hyde
jesse C little and others as they continually sought to place the
mormon cause before the members of congress and the president of
the united states 18

in comparing the national archives collection with the collection
in the LDS church archives one can see that the latter collection deals
with monetary losses whereas the national archives collection describes
the individual suffering and the personal atrocities perpetrated by the
mobs of missouri upon the latter day saints the three appeals formally
made to the US congress may be summarized in the following way
in the 1839 40 appeal the saints wrote simple bills enumerating their
losses of goods and property in hope of obtaining financial redress
while money was a part of the 1842 effort the majority of the petitions
described the abuses whippings suffering starvation and other
depredations the petitionerspetitioners had suffered in missouri the 1843 appeal
was quantitative aimed at demonstrating to congress that these
mobbingsdobbingsmob bings affected more than just a handful of people

CONTENTS OF THE PETITIONS

the earliest petitions begin with the mobbingsdobbingsmobbings in jacksoninjackson county
and the latest end with the persecution caused by governor boggssbogess
extermination order in addition these documents give insights about
the petitionerspetitioners themselves of the 703 petitionerspetitioners who personally filed
affidavits there were seventy six women and 627 men twentyfivetwenty five men
and eleven women were illiterate twenty nine had witnessed the hauns
mill massacre or arrived shortly after the event seventeen claimed
personal knowledge of the events and sufferings at dewitt eleven were
at the gallatin election three described the events at crooked river
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and twenty three were at adam ondiondl ahman one hundred and six
men and three women claimed that they were taken prisoner by
the missouri militia or mobs and twenty one mormonscormons were reported
killed

these documents range from a few lines such as the petitions sworn
by daniel cathcart and stephen blackman or a page such as those
sworn by nahum curtis and albern alienallenailen to long narratives such as
those prepared by joseph smith parley P pratt and john P greene
to facilitate further study I1 have cataloged the petitions into three
groups bills of damage general petitions and event or
place petitions bills of damage are documents that make
claims against the state of missouri for property lost the general
petitions give sweeping narratives of the mormon suffering in
missouri but do not give much detail even though they list specific
places and events the event or place petitions most often describe
vividly the experiences individuals had at certain times and places in
missouri

bills of damage

simons curtis claimed the smallest amount sixty three cents 19

and edmond nelson filed the largest claim 5000 for loss of property
and 500000 for loss of citizenship 20 some might question nelsonsbelsonsNelsons
motives for his obviously exaggerated figure but it may have been his
way of showing the frustration and disgust he felt at the violation of
his human rights in missouri the brief petitions of daniel cathcart
and steven blackman serve as examples of the kind of information
contained in the bills of damage petitions

state of missouri dr to daniel cathcart for damages sustained by
loss ofpropertyof property in davis co by being driven from the state 200 sickness
by exposure 500 signed daniel cathcart sworn to before me the sixth
day of may AD 1839 C M woods clerk circuit court adams co
illinois 21

state of missouri dr to stephen blackman for damage and loss of
property by burning and being driven from the state 150 for
damage by loss of son there is no earthly consideration can compensate
signed stephen blackman sworn to before me this sixth day of may

AD 1839 C M woods clerk circuit court adams co illinois 22

most of the bills contain only two or three lines but others
are more extensive such as the one sworn by nahum curtis who gave
an elaborate account of the land and personal property he lost in
missouri
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an account that I1 nahum curtis have against the state of missouri in
consequence of mobocracymonocracy

to expenses moveingmoreing from the state of michigan to the state
of missouri 500050.005000

to eight weeks that it took me to go with my family from
michigan to missouri at 1 per day 480048.004800

to eight weeks time each for my two boys 96.009600
to loss on land which I1 sustained inin consequence of being

driven from missouri 1520.00152000
to loss of time for myself and son in time of waring against

the mob six months each at one dollar per day 51200312.0031200
to loss on corn potatoes & oates and hay 150.0015000
to loss of ploughsplought 5005005.00
to loss on cattle and hogs 5500550055.00
to one horse taken by the militia 50.005000
to loss of wagon in consequence of mob stealing it from me 200020.002000
to expenses moving from missouri to illinois 250025.002500
to wagon & team moveingmoreing me to illinois 400040.004000
to money and property given to help the poor 50.005000
to teams to help the poor out of the state of missouri to

keep them from being killed by mob 44004000400040.00
total 2461.00246100

As an appendix to this bill curtis wrote a few lines about his personal
suffering

I1 shall not put any price upon my sufferings as your honorable body will
consider that I1 was a fellow sufferer with the rest and when you judge
what others ought to have you will consider that I1 had ought to have
an equal proportion with the rest 23

of the 190 petitionerspetitioners who wrote more than one petition the first
petition generally claimed monies properties abuses etc suffered
in missouri while the second petition usually gave a detailed account
of what happened in an event or at a place of the 703 petitions ninety
eight made no monetary claim against missouri the remaining 605
claimed a total of 2275789 for an average of 3761 claims for land
came to 197911 for improvements and property defined as livestock
houses personal property etc the claims totaled 197127 joseph and
hyrum smith each claimed 100000 and gave no breakdown of
expenditures 24 many petitionerspetitioners gave more detailed information
concerning the property that they owned

two hundred thirty two petitionerspetitioners stated that they purchased a
total of 6501 acres of land for 55046 an average of less than nine
dollars per acre they each claimed an average of 2372725727237.2723727 for land
nine dollars per acre for land inin missouri in 1839 was not extremely
high joseph smith sidney rigdon and elias higbee inin their 1839
petition stated that the price for land ranged from ten dollars per acre
for undeveloped prairie land to 425 per acre depending on the location
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and the type and number of improvements some of the land purchased
by the saints was called congress land which could be bought
originally at 1251.25125 per acre however some of the mormonscormons paid between
five dollars and 415413 per acre for congress land and received preemption
certificates which gave a settler the right to purchase the lands when
the federal government placed them on the market few mormonscormons
actually possessed deeds to the lands they farmed in the meantime
they settled the land tilled the ground and built houses and barns
thus increasing the value of the property the petitions indicate that
most of them owned at least one town lot and forty acres A few owned
eighty acres only a very few who had lived in missouri for several years
owned several hundred acres probably the reason they owned so little
property was the recency of arrival in missouri of 176 petitionerspetitioners who
indicated the year they arrived in missouri fifty eight had come between
18511831 and 1836 and 126 had entered the state between 1837 and 1839
one claimant arrived in 1839 thus the majority of the petitionerspetitioners
arrived just in time to be expelled and several indicated that they were
detained by mobs while on their way to far west

another example of a bill of damage petition was sworn to by
albern alienallenailen who apparently did not experience any particular personal
brutality but was forced to sign away his property allensaliens petition was
dated 7 january 1840 and sworn before william laughlin a justice
of the peace for adams county illinois alienallenailen claimed a total of eighty
acres his petition is unique in that it defines his property in the precise
terms used by the county clerk who recorded the property in the county
records he had land duplicates or deeds of intent in caldwell county
which he yielded to the mobbersrobbersmob bers verifying that he owned the NE
14 ofofswofsowSW 14 of section 32 township no 3656 range 28 north of the
base line and west of the 5th3thath princepalprincipalprincepal meridean also the N W 14
of the south E 14 section 32 township 3656 range 29 north of the base
line of the 5th3thath principal meridian the petition also stated that he
was taken prisoner and forced to sign away his land before being
compelled to leave the state 25 25ailensaliensallens petition is typical of many that
claimed the settlers had been forced to sign over their lands to the
missouri militia at far west

general petitions

parley P pratt wrote the most extensive petition consisting of sixty
four printed pages this petition begins with a review of the suffering
of the saints in injacksonjackson county and ends with the missouriansMissourians driving
them from the state in 1838 39 included also are some of pratt s

experiences in missouri prisons even though pratt published it in
detroit in 1839 this petition was not sworn until 1315 january 1842 at
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nauvoo beforejusticebeffrebeforebemore justice of the peace john johnson 26 26prattspratts petition is
representative of the general petitions which are best described as long
narratives holographic or printed that report the plight of the mormonscormons
in missouri but do not contain the details given by the individual
petitionerspetitioners included among the general petitions are a twenty eight
page document dated 2277 january 1840 and signed by joseph smith
sidney rigdon and elias higbee27Higbee27 a twenty four page document
dated 10 january 1842 and signed by elias higbee john taylor and
elias smith28smith28 and the fifty foot scroll dated 28 november 1843 and
signed by 3419 people 29 all of these documents described the suffering
of the mormonscormons in missouri and were used to introduce the individual
claims

event or place petitions

smith humphrey s petition sworn beforejosephbefore joseph orr justice of
the peace for adams county illinois on 8 january 1840 illustrates
the event or place category humphrey declared that he purchased a
farm near the town of dewitt in the summer of 1838 and planned
on settling there he claimed to have been an eyewitness to much that
happened in and around dewitt on 19 august 1838 stating that he
was taken prisoner by a force of about one hundred men commanded
by a colonel jones during the time he was a prisoner they threatened
his life and declared that they were going to drive them mormonscormonsMormons
from that county humphrey further swore that in the first days of
october of the same year he arose early one morning and found that
his stables had been set on fire by some unknown hand during the
night his declaration continues 1 I was met by a party of 12 armed
men commanded by captain hiram standly who took me a prisoner
back to my own house & there compelled me to remove my goods from
my house by their help in the presancecresancepresance of my self & family set fire
to & burned my two blocks of houses when he was driven from his
home his wife was sick with the ague and the mobbersrobbers forced him
to move his family to dewitt where they remained until 11 october
according to humphrey the mob harassed him constantly by night
& by day and they fired intointo the town the people of dewitt
petitioned local county officers for help but received none finally sick
and starving they abandoned dewitt and moved to caldwell county
where they arrived on 13 october 1838 humphrey wrote that one
woman died on the road 30

philindia myrick nancy cary and christiana benner together with
other women wrote testimonials concerning the deaths of their
husbands christiana benner claimed 5150 in property and then stated
that my husband was killed at hauns mill by a mob who robbed
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me of my goods and land and have left me destitute of a companion
or means of support 31 at least one woman wrote of the personal abuse
she suffered at the hands of a mob ruth naper who survived the
haun s mill massacre wrote concerning an attempted assault upon her

after a few days there came back a large company of armed men and
took possession ofhauns mill and they also crowded into our house and
crowded me and my children away from the fire without my consent they
lodged there and one night one of them came to my bed and laid his
hand upon me which so frightened me that I1 made quite a noise and
crept over the back side of my children and he offered not further insult
at the time this company camped in the neighborhood between one
and two weeks 32

although none of the petitionerspetitioners directly mentioned rape elijah reed
witnessed the attempted abuse of a mrs jimison to escape from the
mob reed had fled to the jimisonsJimisons home where the following
experience occurred on 29 october 1838

in the night of that day a company of men came to the house &
demanded admittance & threatened to brake down the door mrjmaj got
up and opened the door meantime I1 hid under the bed the men came
in and said they were soldiers & he must go with them his wife asked
where they said to the malitia camp above richmond he dressed himself
& he & one of the men went for a horse at the stable when they had
got a little from the house the man fired a gun & said that the dmd
rascal had ran from him he then returned to the house & they began
to abuse mrs jimison wanting to sleep with her but she begged & cried
for them to desist & they did so I1 lay under the bed during this time
they soon left the house & we supposed they had killed him 33

an affidavit sworn by hyrum smith published in the history of
the church states that one woman had been raped repeatedly by
mobbersrobbersmobbers 34 parley P pratt in his petition sworn at nauvoo states that
he knew of one woman who had been raped but adds that delicacy
at present forbids my mentioning the name 35

seventy three petitions indicate that mormonscormons were whipped
beaten or abused by the mobs charles hulet described the beating
of his son 36 perry keyes described how thirty men beat his father with
there gunns and ramrods he also describes how a mob attacked him

I1 was on the prairie hunting horses a company of men under command
of controllcontrellCon troll whipedwhiled me untill I1 was scarselysparselyscarsely able to stand controllcontrellCon troll and
one of his men by the name of yocum held me while one of the others
by the name of john youngs whipped me he gave me 2233 lashes with a
cowhide and all this for my relegeonrelegeon for I1 am a member of the church
of jesus christ of latter day saints commonly called mormonscormonsMormons

keyes added that a mob had also whipped barnett cole and
liman leonard most shamefully 37
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truman brace described his experience with a mob of fifty men
on the prairie who caught him hauling a load of wood two rode up
and demanded that brace identify himself according to brace one
of them named young asked me if I1 believed the book of mormon
I1 told them that 1 I did they then ordered him to leave the county
in response to this demand 1 I told them I1 had neither team or means
to take me and my family away moungyoungmyung then threatened to shoot brace
but the other dissuaded him and the rest of the mob rode up moungyungyoungmung

commenced beating brace first with an ox goad which he broke and
then with a rawhide whip brace said that moungyoungung cut my hat nearly
all to pieces this whipping apparently occurred not too far from
braces home as his wife and daughter witnessed his plight and
I1 tentreatedentreatedtentreated the mob to spare his life brace finally made his way into
his house but the mob followed him inside where they kicked him
in the mouth and the abuse continued in my own house 38

tarlton lewis a convert to mormonism of more than two years
was born in south carolina was raised in kentucky and lived in

illinois about four years before moving to missouri in the fall of 1837
he located himself within about one mile ofofhaunshauns mill and was
wounded at the massacre of his experience at haun s mill he wrote

I1 looked and saw a number of armed men rushing out of the woods on
horseback at the distance of twenty or thirty rods off their number I1

judged to be between two hundred and two hundred and fifty two of
our brethren made signs and cried for quarter but their intreaties were
not heeded the company began to fire upon us instantly

lewis and other mormon men took shelter in the nearby blacksmith
shop the women and children fled to the woods or crossed the millrace
where they found shelter in the brush and trees on the far side the
blacksmith shop instead of a shelter soon became a death trap lewis
wrote 1 I staid there until six or eight had fallen around me being
shot down by balls which came through the cracks six of us left the
shop about the same time and were the last that left it of the sixsix
who fled the blacksmith shop lewis wrote that they were all either
killed or wounded in the attempt to make our escape I1 was shot
through the shoulder the day following the massacre the survivorssurvivors
mostly women buried their dead lewis stated that there were
fifteen killed and ten or eleven men two boys and one woman
wounded the mobbersrobbers continued their harassment of the survivorssurvivors
as they visited the settlement repeatedly during the weeks that followed
lewis wrote

while I1 was confined with my wound companies of six or eight
came to my house three or four times enquiring for arms and
threatthreamingning to take me a prisoner and carry me off twice they examined
my wounds to see if I1 were able to be moved but concluded that I1 was
not 39
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nathan knight also a victim of the hauns mill incident estimated
the mob forces to be at least three hundred men all mounted on horses
he said they were commanded to halt and form a line of battle
and immediately commenced firing as they came into line knight
swore that the mobbersrobbers frequently screamed out kill all spare none
give no quarters he described the plight of the women and children
as wholly destitute of any presence of mind saying they were
I1 I1 screaming murder &cac &cac with bullets flying in every direction
he saw many of his friends lay bleeding in their gore he further
testified that he cried for quarters to which mobbersrobbers replied we
have no time to quarter you but god damn you we will have you
presently though severely wounded knight raised to his feet and
through their thickest fire made his way several rods over a hill and
thus made his escape for six weeks he hovered between life and death
and although he recovered somewhat from his wounds he remained
a cripple the rest of his life 40

knights affidavit does not give the number of those wounded
or dead but moses kelly claimed that the mob continued firing until

there were seventeen or eighteen killed and some eight or ten
wounded 41 david demming who was upstream on shoal creek
working and away from hauns mill at the time of the massacre
returned to the small settlement to find 14 of my brethren killed
and noted that three or four others died a few days later 42

one of the most descriptive petitions regarding personal abuse
suffered at the hands ofofmobocratsmobocrats was sworn by william seely seely
claimed that in march 1838 he moved his family to missouri and stopped
in daviess county where he purchased congress land for two hundred
dollars on 10 october a mobcamemob came to his home and forced him to
leave his property and move to caldwell county missouri on
24 october 1838 he went to bunkhamsBunkhams strip to see one mr pinkham
on business while at pinkhamsPinkhams

he was stripped and searched to see if he had any arms by which he
lost a ajackjackjackknifeknife the only weapon offensive or defensive which he had
about him the armed men he believes were fifteen in number two of
whom caught him by the collar thrust him out of doors dragged him
over a pannel of fence so vehemently as to do him bodily injury while
at the same time a third one facilitated his course by the application of
his foot to the rear of his body when over he was asked if he was a
mormon to which he replied that he was

at this point his captors threatened him with death and he was forced
to go with them soon they joined captain samuel bogart s company
consisting of about seventy men according to seely question then
arose what shall we do with the prisoner many said at once put him
to death this was the cry of those volunteers who joined bogartsbogaertsBogarts
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company many of whom were not liable to duty by law but who
volunteered to give a martial covering to the bloody deeds which they
sought to perpetrate

the following day when seely s friends came to his rescue seely
said that bogartsbogaertsBogarts men fired upon the approaching mormonscormons and that

one man fell the mobbersrobbers then forced seely to stand

in front of bogartsbogaertsBogarts company so as to be exposed to the fire of both
sides about 12 feet from bogartsbogaerts line at the word fire by bogart this
affiant attempted to escape but was shot in the left shoulder by some
one of bogartsbogaerts men which prostrated him to the earth and he was
supposed to be dead but his friends took him and carried him to his
family where after four months tedious confinement he in a measure
recovered of his wounds 43

it should be apparent that even though the event or place
petitions do not always specify monetary losses they provide detailed
accounts of the events that drove the mormonscormons from county to county
in missouri and finally from the state

A careful examination of all the petitions shows that even though
they come from five separate collections they tell essentially the same
sobering story when compiled for analysis they not only give a
panorama of the mormon experience of persecution in missouri but
also supply information on mormon wealth migration to missouri
and personal property such as chairs tables bedroom furniture
farming implements livestock land and horses showing for example
that the average price for house timber was 354

individually most of these affidavits do not have much significance
collectively however they not only describe mormon life in missouri
but also tell a unified story of murder rape beating thievery and
general lawlessness perpetrated upon the saints while they were in
missouri they make clear that the abuses which the mormonscormons suffered
were not the result of spontaneous uprisings led by drunken town rabble
although there were clearly opportunists among the robbersmobbersmob bers but that

these uprisings carried the sanction of the local and state governments
the petitions imply that the mobbing had a twofold objective first
to drive all the mormonscormons into caldwell county and second to drive
them from the state both objectives were achieved the petitions also
indicate at least from the petitionerspetitioners point of view that religious
differences were central to the conflict time and time again mobbersrobbers
asked the mormonscormons if they were followers ofjoseph smith members
of the church ofjesus christ of latter day saints or believers in the
book of mormon

As for the petitionpetitionerspetitionersthemselvesergers themselves it is clear that they felt they were
driven from missouri because of their religious beliefs it appears that
they could have spared themselves great abuse and suffering if they
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had denied their faith given up their membership in the church or
denounced the book of mormon they could have kept their homes
and remained in missouri in peace why did they persist in their belief
for them the answer must have been a deep inner spiritual conviction
that what they believed was right

although this study has not attempted to examine both sides of
the mormon persecutions in missouri it has graphically substantiated
from legally sworn documents the suffering and abuse committed by
one people upon another largely because of their differences of opinion
regarding religious beliefs simply stated the missouri redress petitions
tell the story of a people wrongfully deprived of their rights as free
men and women under the constitutions of the statestate of missouri and
the united states
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leland H gentry

creating a county expressly for the mormonscormons 1 was proposed as
a solution to the so called mormon problem in missouri in the 1830s
all non mormonscormons residing in the area would be induced to sell out
and move on no longer would the latter day saints be free to settle
wherever they pleased throughout the countryside one source reports

the proposition suited every one the gentiles said if the mormonscormons
are willing to go into that prairie country and settle let them have it
and welcome the mormonscormons said if we may be allowed to remain
peaceably and enjoy our religion we will go into any country that may
be set apart for us no matter how wild and unbroken it may be and
we will make it blossom as the rose if we obtain political control of a
county we will honestly administer it and be loyal in all things to the
state government over us 27

many people aided in the creation of the new county but none
deserves more credit than alexander W doniphan 3 personal3personal friend
of and sometime legal counselor for the saints through doniphan
the mormonscormons petitioned the missouri legislature to create the new
county from the northern half of ray county non mormon opposition
however compelled doniphan to accept a compromise two counties
caldwell for the mormonscormons and daviess for the non mormonscormons were
created governor lilburn W boggs signed the bill into law on
29 december 1836 4

II11

As long as caldwell county contained sufficient unclaimed land
for settlement both mormonscormons and non mormonscormons were relatively
content later when the saints in kirtlandKirdand ohio and other eastern
communities were compelled to find new homes upper missouri once
again became a focal point for tension caldwell county was soon fully
occupied and mormonscormons began to spill over into the adjoining counties
of clinton daviess and carroll non mormonscormons immediately became

leland H gentry teaches at the LDSIDSins institute of religion at the university of utah in salt lake city
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concerned insisting that the saints had violated their agreement
although mormonscormons bought and paid for all lands obtained other
accusations followed the history ofofcaldwellandlivingstoncaldwellansandandlivingstonLivingston counties
states

it is claimed that all the mormon settlements outside of this county
caldwell were made with the prior consent of the inhabitants then living

where the settlements were made the consent was obtained in nearly
every instance by the payment of money either for the lands of the
pioneer gentiles or for some articles of personal property they owned
money was scarce in those days and although the pioneers did not approve
mormon doctrines they did approve of mormon gold and silver and they
were willing to tolerate the one if they could obtain the other but after-
ward certain of the gentiles claimed that the mormon occupation had
been by stealth and fraud and perhaps in some instances this was true 5

in september 1837 joseph smith and sidney rigdon visited
far west missouri having been invited by the saints in kirtland to
investigate other stakes or places of gathering and to report their
findings 6 shortly after the arrival ofofjosephjoseph and sidney oliver cowdery
david W patten lyman wight and john corrill were appointed to
locate potential settlements on 7 december cowdery and patten
reported and their labors were declared acceptable at a special
conference three days later those present concluded that there
were plenty of provisions in the upper counties of missouri to
sustain all saints who wished to come 7 A new committee composed of
oliver cowdery david patten lyman wight and frederick G williams
was delegated to investigate further 8 they centered their attention on
daviess county where lyman wight and other saints were already
settled by 21 january 1838 oliver cowdery was able to report in a
letter to tojosephjoseph smith that he had spent twenty days exploring in daviess
county 1 I found a great many of the finest mill sites in the western
country he wrote and made between forty and fifty choice
locations 9

by the time joseph smith arrived in far west as a permanent settler
in march of 1838 exploration efforts had ceased entirely oliver cowdery
and other leading men of the church had become disaffected while
david whitmer and his counselors had been rejected by the church
as presidents in missouriMissourijoifo10 on 26 april 1838 joseph received a revelation
commanding the church to give immediate attention to finding other
places for stakes in the regions round about still matters lagged
finally on 18 may an exploratory committee withjosephwith joseph at its head
journeyed to daviess county for the purpose of visiting the north
country and laying off a stake of zion making locations and laying
claims to facilitate the gathering of the saints and for the benefit of
the poor in upholding the church of god 21211212
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joseph smith sidney rigdon thomas B marsh and others were
active in this work from 18 to 28 may 1838 and various sites for
settlement were chosen one spring hill was near the home of
lyman wight who had moved into daviess county in the spring of
1837 to alanson ripley fell the task of making a final survey and of
laying out a settlement the name selected was adam ondiondl ahman 1133

illIII111liililili

in actual fact the mormonscormons had been settled in daviess county for
some time A rather large group had gathered in colfax township on the
county s southwestern border public land there had been put on the
market as early as 1836 and some saints in adjacent caldwell county
lost no time in seizing the advantagej4jamesadvantage 14 james H hunt a local resident
reports

it would be well to state here that at this time all the lands in daviess
county excepting colfax township were subject to preemptionpre emption not
having as yet been brought into market colfax township had been
surveyed at the same time ray and caldwell counties were and was
therefore in market here another settlement of mormonscormons was made
composed principally of a better class who were able to purchase their
lands and improve them 15

government lands further north in daviess county were not yet
available for public sale these lands could be claimed however with
what was called a preemption right preemption rights permitted
squatters to move into an area improve a piece of land and have first
claim to buy the land when the government opened the area for public
salegsaiegsalesaie 16 laminlaws in 1834 and 1838 extended squatters rights and even permitted
settlement before an actual survey of the land had been madej7everymade 17 every
family head was allowed 160 acres the going price was 1231251251231.231.25 an acre

the first official surveys of daviess county were made in 181833185318553 3 the
survey charts together with accompanying notes describe an area of
prairie and timber with only isolated squatters cabinsj80necabins 18 one of the first
settlers in the area of adam ondi ahman was adam black settling in
the grand river valley in 1834 black claimed a preemption right and
set about making improvements in the spring of 1837 however black
sold out to lyman wight a mormon and moved north wight at the
time a resident of caldwell county reports

1 I disposed of my property
at low rate and removed my family to daviess county and located
myself on grand river made an improvement gained to myself a pre-
emption right 19 this was in addition to his purchase from adam black

other saints did the same mormonscormons were soon scattered throughout
daviess county james H hunt again an on the spot observer later
wrote of the saints in daviess county
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their settlements were mainly south of grand river they had
one settlement on lick fork near the weldon settlement here a
mormon by the name of bosley and a widow by the name of ives
besides others whose names were not remembered settled further
up the river and inin what isis now monroe township the mormonscormons
formed another settlement this was on marrowbone and honey
creeks here perry durfey roswell stevens henry belt the daleysdalays
andjohnandyjohnand john D lee settled and others also came whose names are not
remembered 20

following the surveys of may andjuneand june 1838 mormon immigration
into daviess county picked up briskly large companies arriving in
far west from the east were counseled to settle in daviess county
lyman wight reports

about june joseph smith together with many others of the
principal men of the church came to my house and taking a view
of the large bottom inin the bend of the riverriver and the beautiful
prairies on the bluffs came to the conclusion that it would be a
handsome situation for a town we therefore commenced surveying
and laying off town lots and locating government lands for many
miles north of this place this beautiful country with its flattering
prospects drew in floods of emigrants I1 had not less than thirty comers
and goers through the day during the three summer months and up
to the last mentioned date 30 october there were upwards of two
hundred houses built in this town and also about forty families living
in their wagons 21

the rapid influx of mormonscormons into daviess county greatly agitated
the non mormonscormons As early asjulyas july 1837 the saints in the grand river
area were warned to leave the county or face the consequences the
threats were ignored and settlement continued 22

the summer and fall of 1838 saw the county s greatest mormon
growth in july joseph smith and sidney rigdon left far west for
adam ondi ahman to settle some canadian brethren in that place
as they are emigrating rapidly to this land from all partspans of the county 23

three months later in october more than five hundred saints known
as the kirtland camp no 1 arrived in far west they were also
counseled to settle at adam ondi ahman 24

the rapid growth of the city made necessary the immediate
construction of houses majorjosephMajomajormaior josephrJoseph H mcgee a local resident recalled
in later years that adam ondi ahman had more that five hundred
inhabitants at a time when gallatin the nearby county seat had but
four houses 25 george A smith records that he helped his father john
build a two story log house on a lot in adam ondiondl ahman he also

helped to raise twentyfivetwenty five log houses in 2325 days 26 william swartzell
writing on 19 july 1818383 8 states all things are going on as briskly as
ever the brethren are getting lots and raising houses on them two
or three every day 27
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this heavy stream of immigration threw the balance of political
power heavily to the mormon side already looking on the saints as

rogues and thieves the non mormonscormons of daviess county were
opposed to their possession of the chief political influence such as

they already possessed in caldwell and from the fear that they would
acquire more the non mormonscormons precipitated the first open quarrel 2821

on the morning of 6 august 1838 william penniston a local
candidate and a group ofhis political supporters appeared at the polling
booth in gallatin and declared their determination to prevent the
mormonscormons from voting when the saints attempted to enter the polling
booth a skirmish broke out the mormon war had begun 29

that the non mormonscormons of daviess county wanted the mormonscormons
out of their county is all too obvious that they could not have
accomplished this without the help of citizens from other and more
populous counties is also apparent on 13 october 1838 general
alexander doniphan one of the men charged with maintaining the
peace inin northern missouri received word that men from carroll county
to the south were on their way to aid the citizens of daviess in expelling
the mormonscormonsMormons led by sashielcashiel woods a local preacher the carroll
county men numbered more than eight hundred 30 greatly30greatly augmenting
the non mormon forces

events in daviess county led to a standoff to maintain control
and prevent bloodshed general doniphan stationed his troops squarely
between the warring factions and declared his intention to remain
there until both sides disbanded and went home he was assisted by
lieutenant general hiram parks and a hundred men 31

in the meantime repeated letters from the field generals to
governor boggs of missouri to come to the troubled area brought no
response when at last the chief executive did decide to act it was to
issue his well known extermination order the mormonscormons must be
treated as enemies and must be exterminated or driven from the state
under the command of major generaljohngeneral john B clark several brigades
of men from various partspans of the state were rushed into northern
missouri the saints had little choice but to surrender 32 the mormonscormons
were given ten days to vacate daviess county which they did all
preemption rights and improvements were of course left behind 33

IV

it was common knowledge that the lands in central daviess county
would be opened for public sale on 12 november 1838 34 and both
mormonscormons and non mormonscormons openly disdiscusseddiscussecussed the topic throughout the
summer the imminence of the sales and the mormonscormons critical need for
more land spurred the saints to claim everincreasingincreasingever areas of country
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the saints later blamed governor boggssbogess extermination order
for the loss of their property because it gave the non mormonscormons license
to drive the mormonscormons from their homes and to take mormon property
for their own 35 lieutenant general parks was sent to adam ondi ahman
on orders of general samuel D lucas to effect the surrender of the
mormonscormons there 36 on 4 november general clarkdarkoark commander of all
state troops wrote to lieutenant general parks and ordered him to
take all mormon men prisoners and to confiscate and hold all property
mormon and non mormon alike

parks did as he was ordered he also gave the mormonscormons ten days
to leave daviess county and ordered them to gather in far west two
days later on 7 november 18581838 brigadier general robert wilson was
dispatched by general clark to daviess county to oversee final
operations 37 by the time the land opened for public sale five days later
the mormonscormons had been ordered from the state and forbidden to return
the saints at far west in addition were made to deed their property
over to the state to cover expenses of the war the saints were now almost
entirely landless

it has always been the mormon contention that their property in
northern missouri was stolen 38 one lengthy affidavit submitted to
the united states congress as part of the saints appeal for redress of
their grievances in missouri states

and let it be here observed in passing that judge adam black had
before that time the election day battle sold his improvements and
preemptionpre emption claims on which he then resided to the latter day saints
and had received his pay for the same that through his instrumentality
the saints were broken up and driven off and that he now unlawfully
retains both their money and improvements 39

this statement is probably not entirely true while the lands in
caldwell county were entered and paid for at the public land office in
lexington missouri the properties in and around adam ondiondl ahman
were almost solely preemption lands to which the saints and others
were entitled under law but for which no money had in most instances
been paid one could for a price transfer his improved preemption
if he wished eviction from the state effectively prevented the saints
from legally entering and occupying their preemptionspreemptions as intended
but adam black did not end up with mormon property other
non mormonscormons did 40

such appears to have been the intention of some from the very
first on leading his men from carroll to daviess county to aid the
non mormonscormons there sashielcashiel woods was allegedly overheard to say
that the land sales were coming on and if they those living
in carroll county could get the mormonscormons driven out they could
get all the lands entitled to pre emptionsemotions while the old settlers
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in daviess county could get all the lands which they had sold to
the saints back again as well as keep all the pay they had received
for them 41

although these are mormon charges and therefore biased this
in effect is precisely what did happen once the saints had been evicted
the land on which their homes and crops rested in daviess county
reverted once again to its original owners this was accomplished without
compensation while the improved preemptionspreemptions at adam ondi ahman
proper were entered in the names of sashielcashiel woods and his sons in law
john craven and thomas calloway these entries are dated 25 and
28 november and 18 december 1838 less than one month from the
time the saints were forced to vacate other participants from the non
mormon side did the same many of these preemption entries were
made within two weeks of the eviction of the mormon settlers 42

in order to take over mormon lands including those in line for
preemption purchase it was necessary for the non mormonscormons forcibly
to evict their mormon neighbors so long as the saints continued to
reside upon their claims or purchases ownership was guaranteed by
law removal from ones claim improved or not was tantamount to
relinquishment of ownership inasmuch as the land sales were imminent
at I1leaste

i

ast some of the non mormon residents of daviess appear to have
been determined to hasten mormon evacuation one such incident
among many that could be cited will suffice to show how this was done
lorenzo dow young reports

mr richard welding 43 of whom I1 had bought my farm came to me
accompanied by three or four others he gave me warning to leave the
country at once

I1 asked him why I1 must leave saying have I1 not bought my land
and paid you for it have I1 not tended to my own business

he replied the mormonscormons must all leave the country and if
you do not renounce them you must go too 44

young refused to vacate his land A few days later a friendly
neighbor warned him that a company of about forty men was on its
way from gallatin to enforce the eviction notice he was urged to leave
within the hour and he did A few days later he attempted to return
to claim his household goods and stock which his hasty departure
had compelled him to leave behind he added 1 I found the road
strongly guarded and the Missourmissouriansians threatened to kill me if I1 went
on I1 never obtained goods cows nor anything that I1 had left on my
place 45

events in caldwell and daviess counties soon became critical
those saints who still possessed their homes and lands by title deeds
needed to sell them in order to obey the governor s order to vacate
the state As soon as it became a certainty that the mormonscormons would
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leave as ordered the value of latter day saint real estate went down
at the same time speculators appeared on every hand eager to take
advantage of the destitute saints who were forced to sell valuable
improvements at a fraction of their worth the legislature was drawn
into the matter when it was subsequently learned that those buying
mormon lands were the very men who had been most active in the
war against the mormonscormonsMormons what was true of titled land was even more
true of preemptionspreemptions if the non mormonscormons could simply wait until the
mormonscormons had vacated daviess county the latter s preemptionspreemptions could
be entered in the name of whoever happened to reach the land office
first

many in the state were critical of the underhanded methods
employed by the citizens of daviess county the influential missouri
republican daily urged an immediate investigation by a special
committee appointed by the legislature such an inquiry the paper
insisted would lead to a better understanding of the recent
disturbances and would remove the heavy shadow which hovered over
the reputation of the state 46

the investigation did not materialize according to reed peck
being compelled as a people to leave their county and their homes

within a stated time great quantities of property were thrown into
market simultaneously opening a field for speculators who now reap
the advantages of labor done by the banished Mormormonsmormons47cormonsmons 47 on the
authority of a gentleman who had recently arrived from the land
office in lexington the st louis missouri republican daily reports
and concludes as follows

at the recent land sales the lands of caldwell and daviess
were brought intointo market and some of the citizens who have been
most activeactive inin the excitement against the mormonscormons purchased a number
of mormon tracts of land where the mormonscormons had made settementssettesettlementsments
and improvements it is said these citizens have purchased them
for speculation it is said that the town of adamonadaman diamond sic a
mormon town in daviess in which are several houses a very valuable
site for a town was purchased at these sales for a dollar and a quarter
an acre

much as we censure the course of the mormonscormonsMormons there is no act of
which we have any knowledge which will at all compare with the
unrighteousness of those who it seems got up this crusade in order to
obtain possession of the houses and lands of their victims 4841

thus the anxiety of certain non mormonscormons to be rid of their mormon
neighbors appears to have been prompted in part by a desire to secure
the lands of the saints as soon and as cheaply as possible in some
instances at least non mormonscormons actually forced the saints to vacate
their lands in order that the same might be secured without any price
at all As one local missourian writes
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what adds immeasurably to the shame of the transaction forcing
the saints from the state by executive order is the fact that there are
grounds for believing that not a little of the intolerance shown on this
occasion for the mormonscormonsMormons may have been due to a desire on the part
of the gentiles to get possession of the mormonscormonsMormons land A gentleman
who has enjoyed exceptional advantages for acquainting himself with the
facts of the case tells us that in many instances conveyances of land
were demanded and enforced at the mouth of a pistol or rifle 49

V

this study sustains the longstandinglong standing mormon contention that their
preemption lands in daviess county were illegally taken whether in
all instances such were simple acts of stealth and fraud or were
consummated with the view in mind of preventing future mormon
settlement in the county may never be completely known what can be
said with relative certainty is that much of what occurred was motivated
by dishonesty and greed when governor lilburn W boggs issued his
infamous extermination order illegal non mormon doings were
justified under the vivid color of law preemption rights particularly
those belonging to the latter day saints were effectively denied
when it came time for the saints to enter their legitimate claims
circumstances had rendered such claims moot and nugatory non
mormon opportunists entered the lands in their own names thus
claiming both the lands and their improvements

repeated calls by some missouriansMissourians for an impartial and thorough
investigation fell on deaf ears with the eviction of the mormonscormons from
daviess county in general and from adam ondi ahman in particular
all hope for a speedy and immediate restitution vanished mormon
entitlements in missouri were dead

NOTES
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to his peers as major mcgee joseph H mcgee had resided inm daviess county for over seventy years at the
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hon austin A king fayette mo boons lick democrat 1841 24 25 hereafter cited as document this
source containscontains the writtenwritten communications which passed between the governor and the generals commanding
inin the field during the so called mormon war

3governorgovernor boggs to general clarkdark 27 october 1838 inin document 61
33ansonanson call journal 9 see also history ofofzeraozzerazera pulsipher by himself 12 13 william B huntington

diary 16 17 and benjamin F johnson my lifes review independence mo zions press 1947 43 the
manuscript copies mentioned here are all found inin the LDS church archives they are merely representative
of the many journals and diaries which record this fact

3434noticenotice to all preemption claimants that they must appear at the land office inin lexington missouri
as soon as possible to prove their claims was made inm the missourimisouri argus st louis 5 august 1838 4 this
noticenotice was reprinted every week through the months of august september and october claimants were
to have until 12 november 1838 to make their claims valid the southern advocate jackson also carried
the announcement inin september 1838 and then every week through the month of november

mary ann hoyt a widow with five children made an affidavit on 14 january 1840 that she had moved
to daviess county inin march 1838 and there bought a preemptionpre emption right of 160 acres of land and from thence
was driven to diahmandichman adam ondi ahman and there remained until the governor of missouri raised
the militia and thereby robbed me of my property and premption siosicsic rights mormon claims
house of representatives collection box 142 folder 1 document 10 library of congress washington DC
hereafter referred to as mormon claims

36asAs revealed inin general lucas to the governor 2 november 1838 inin document 72 75
31 general31general oarkdarkclark to general wilson 7 november 1838 inin document 86 the rivalry between lucas and

clarkdarkoark both major generals isis readily apparent inin the documents relating to this period clarkdarkoarkdaik of course
received his field command from the governor but lucas refused to recognize clarksdarks authority because the
men were military equals

31seesee affidavits ofjoelof joeljoei S miles 3 january 1840 alanson brown and eleanor wilson 8 january 1840

noah rogers 14 january 1840 and perry durfee 18 january 1840 inin mormon claims boxes 141 42 folders
1 3 documents 5 13

3939affidavitaffidavit ofofeliaseliaseilas higbeeHigbehigbeejohnjohneJohn taylor and elias smith delegates for the latter day saints ndn d mormon
claims box 142 folder 3 document 13

40atat least some of the land claimed by the saints inin daviess county was improved preemption land obtained
for cash or other valuable considerations from earlier preemption claimants see affidavits by willard snow

ndn d wilhamwilliam aldrichaidrich 6 january 1840 willard seeley 20 january 1840 and isaac decker 18 18januaryjanuary 1840
inin mormon claims box 142 folder 2 documents 11 12

41 manuscript history 836 see alsoakoaboaiso history odtheoftheof the church 3161
scesee original entries for lands inin daviess county township 60 range 27 sectionssections 25 and 30

gallatinGalgaiiaunlauniann missouri this isis precisely the land which was surveyed by and allocated to joseph smith and
sidney rigdon for the eventual settlement of the saints see also A record kept for the use of the church
book A

43 43sometimessometimes the name isis spelled weldon
44lorenzodorenzodarenzo dow young inin fragments of Experience faitheaithelith promoting series 6thath book salt lake city

juvenile instructor s office 1882 48 this isis one of several books prepared for the instructioninstruction and
encouragement of the youth of the church
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451moungbungyoung451bung fragments Experienceofexperienceof 48 49 in some instancesinstances mormon homes were either thrown intointo
the grand river or burned to the ground while cattle and household goods were confiscated harvey olmsteadsOlmsteads
affidavit of 6 january 1840 reads 1I moved from there caldwell county to davis slosiosicsic inin 1838 made a
claim and intended to enter when itit came to market but a mob arose and I1 was compelled to move to
adam ondi ahman and soon after my house was burnt then my stock destroyed mormon claims
box 142 folder 2 document 11 some latter day saints had even gone to the expense of having a survey
made of their claims inin order to make a proper entry inin the land office jabez durfee for example reported
that he was deprived of a surveyed preemption right inin township 5588 north range 27 west sectionsection 18 northwest
quarter affidavit 18 january 1840 inin mormon claims box 142 folder 2 document 10

46arssourimissouri republican daily st louis 13 december 1838 15215 2

47thethe reed peck manuscript photocopy special collections harold B lee library brigham young
university 31

48 48missourimissouri republican dadydailydagy 13 december 1838 15215 2 in 1839 the name adam ondi ahman was changed
to cravensvilleCravensville dr john craven became sole owner of the land during the next few years and either sold
or rented out the houses built by and once belonging to the saints in the 1840s cravensvilleCravensville sitting squarely
inin the center of daviess county vied with gallatin for the honor of becoming the county seat when the
decision was made to retain the courthouse inin gallatin cravensvilleCravensville steadily declined at itsits height however

the town had ten or twelve dwelling houses several stores and about 60 inhabitants see john C leopard
et al history ofdaviessof daviess and genrygentgentzygentrygentyy counties missouri topeka historical publishing co 1922 88 89
clarkdarkoark V johnson presents evidence to sustainsustain the mormon claim from many affidavits made by those evicted
from their homes and lands during this period see clarkdarkoark V johnson the missouri petitions new evidence
on the mormon side of the missouri conflict of 1834 and 1838 paper presented to the mormon history
association symposium may 1981 HEliftliff

49Lucienlucien carr missouri A bone ofcontentionof contention boston houghtonHoughion mifflin co 1888 183 84 several
of the mormon affidavits pleadingpleadmg redress confirm this truth
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quarterly 53 spring 1985 184 86
soniaSonisoniajohnsonjohnsonajohnson current biography 46 february 1985 204 8

sowby laurie hyrum smith he 11ll manage this people 6 february march
1985 62 65

omar kader pride and prejudice this people 6 december
1985 january 1986 42 47

stein StephestephennjJ arrington s moses journaljournalofmormonofmormonofMormon history 12 1985
107 12

taylorTaylotaylorjohnstaylorjohnjohnrJohn 1877 1887 the president vol 2 of the john edytoyluytaylorlotloreor papers
records of the last utah pioneer redwood city calif taylor trust
fund 1984

thomas toone mahonri young sculptor of his heritage ensign 15

october 1985 40 45
thompson gregory sketches from life leconte stewart american artist

49 november 1985 114

thompson mildred A pioneer family s faith restoration voice no 38
november december 1984 12 13

topping gary the genteel life ofoflucilelucileluclleluclie may francke beehive history
11 1985 19 21

ed don maguires trading expedition in northern arizona 1879
utah historical quarterly 53 fall 1985 380 95

transition died spencer W kimball newsweeknews week 106 18 november
1985 84

turner charles millard joseph smith III111ililiiilllil and the mormonscormons of utah
phd diss graduate theological union 1985

turner frederick rediscovering america john muirmuirinmairinin his time and ours
new york viking penguin 1985
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turner judd A ed fraughton true to form this people 6 may 1985198 5

64 71
walker ronald W joseph smith the palmyra seer BYUbyustudiesstudies 24 fall

1984 461 72
mesquite and sage spencer W kimballsKimballs early years BYU studies

25 fall 1985 19 41

ward maurine cinematography the shootist this people 6 august
september 1985 72 75

special effects the good the bad and the ugly this people
6 august september 1985 76 81

welch john W hugh nibley and the book of mormon ensign 15 april
1985 50 56

westwood richard E and melvin N westwood eds neil hestwoodwestwood
A biography flagstaff ariz privately printed 1985

wetzel david N an appreciation across generations leroy R hafen
1893 1985 colorado heritage no 3 1985 14 15

whitcomb elias W reminiscences of a pioneer an excerpt from the diary
ofofeliaseliaseilas W whitcomb annals of wyoming 57 fall 1985 21 32

wolff alexander robbiesrobblesbobbiesRob bies an air force too sports illustrated 63
25 november 1985 64 68

women artists of utah npap springvilleSpringville museum of art 1984
wright larry C wrights four hundred years plus thirteen generation

family amarillo tex privately printed 1984
young revo M robert D young and the otter creek reservoir

utah historical quarterly 53 fall 1985 357 66
zavoral gary william stout sacramento s first mayor was a faithful

member of the church mormon life 2 june 1984 10 11

zimmerman vicki bean willard bean palmyra s fighting parson
ensign 15 june 1985 26 29

contemporary

albrecht stan LL and tim B heaton secularization higher education
and religiosity review of religious research 26 september 1984
43 58

american politics and mormonism when the saints come marching in
church and state 38 february 1985 20

appleton marianne and A garrgarrcranneycranney reading habits of church active
LDS women BYU studies 25 summer 1985 47 53

bate kerry william mormon conformity and secular conflict americas
saints the rise of mormon power utah holiday 14 january 1985
38 41

boren murray worship through music nigerian style sunstone 10 may
1985 64 65

boren phillip L A summative teacher evaluation project to help improve
instruction in the LDS church educational system walk with god
edd diss brigham young university 1984

bradford mary L my ten day mission exponentiiexponent1112II 12 fall 1985 4 7
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bringhurst nancy medical magicmagid A cure for all that ails BYU today
39 february 1985 32 39

brinkerhoff merlin B and marlene mackie religion and gender A
comparison of canadian and american student attitudes journal
of marriage and the family 47 may 1985 415 29

brown robert LL and rosemary brown they lie in wait to deceive A study
efantiofantiof anti mormon deception vol 2 mesa ariz brownsworth publishing
co 1984

browning gary L american and russian perceptions of freedom and
security BYU studies 25 winter 1985 115 27

bryner gary C political responsibility and religious belief in principles
of the gospel in practice edited by susan easton black 201 23
salt lake city randall book co 1985

burton D jeff helping those with religious questions and doubts
exponent itil1111itllII11 11 spring 1985 3 19

trading spaces my thoughts on sharing exponent II11il 11 winter
1985 16

BYU in zion time 127 20 january 1986 73
caldwell kathryn S mormon marriage on account exponent 11II 11

winter 1985 6 7

callahan tom cougars we are too no 1 time 124 31 december
1984 71

campbell courtney S good samaritanssamaritanaSamaritans and moral dilemmas sunstone
10 april 1985 13 16

campbell douglas nuclear war and computer generated nuclear alerts
BYU studies 25 winter 1985 77 90

canfield anita the power in being a woman salt lake city randall book
co 1984

cassity kris mormon chess sunstone 10 may 1985 28 29
castleton anne the saints at NASA all systems go this people 6

december 1985 january 1986 64 72
checketts paul conrad perceived in service needs of religion teachers and

administrators of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
edd diss brigham young university 1984

cheney margot sundays exponent 11II 11 spring 1985 12 13 18

christianson james R humanity and practical christianity implications
for a worldwide church in principles of the gospel in practice edited
by susan easton black 147 61 salt lake city randall book co 1985

church state wall has become hedge says mormon scholar church
and state 38 june 1985 17

cline victor B living peacefully with teenagers totally awesome
this people 6 november 1985 38 41

conant jennet the mormon mystery newsweek 106 2288 october 19819855
44

conover ted rolling nowhere new york penguin books 1984
cracroft richard H the humor of mormon seriousness sunstone 10

january 1985 14 17
cramer lynnda S tell our daughters exponent II11il 11 spring 1985 14 15
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davis david brion secrets of the mormonscormonsMormons new york times book review
32 15 august 1985 15 19

degn louise mormon women and depression sunstone 10 may 1985
19 27

dickson mary changing women and a changing church network 8 may
1985 20 21

dukedukejoannejoanne mormon attitudes toward high risk pregnancy management
birth control prenatal diagnosis and abortion master s thesis
university of utah 1985

dunn marion BYU breaks the barriers BYUbyutodaytoday 39 february 1985
28 29 31

dushkudushkujudyjudy my time in nairobi exponent 1111II11 11 fall 1985 3 13
east germany the mormonscormons keep the faithfalth international edition of

newsweek 23 22 july 1985 13
evans vella neil womanscomansWomans image in authoritative mormon discourse

A rhetorical analysis phd diss university of utah 1985
events and people cancellation christian century 103 26 february

1986 201
farmer gladys clark to everything there Is a season exponent 11II 11

winter 1985 17

farmer james L biological effects of nuclear war BYU studies 2255 winter
1985 93 98

fletcher robert C one scientists spiritual autobiography sunstone 10
august 1985 32 35

geer thelma mormonism mama andeeandmeundand me tucson calvary missionary press

1983
godfrey margaret anchor wars network 8 november 1985 22 23
groesbeck C jess thought reform or rite of passage A response to

scott miller sunstone 10 august 1985 30 31
gunnell karla S and nicole T hoffman train up a child in the way

he should go sunstone 10 march 1985 34 37
halladay scottjacobsonscott jacobson A study in recallabilityRecallability at two southern california

LDS institutes of religion recollect remember restore edd diss
brigham young university 1984

hanna suzanne toward a theology of marriage idealism cynicism or
realism exponentexponential1111lilllili winter 1985 3 12

harris james M and kenneth A macnab building your childs self esteem
A guide for LDS parents salt lake city bookcraft 1983

hatch C steven virgiljvirgilJ parker E arnold isaacson and lindsaylindsayrlindsayjrLindsayRR curtis
minding body and soul the life of physician mission presidents

journal of Collecollegiumgrumglum aesculapiusaesculapium 3 1985 21 33
heaton tim B and kristen L goodman religion and family formation

review of religious research 26 june 1985 343 59
heinerman john and anson shupe the mormon Corcorporateponteporteporre empire boston

beacon press 1985
herrscher michele welch forever fit aerobic dance and exercise for

the latter day saint woman salt lake city deseret book co
1985
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hicks christopher critical review the verdict this people 6 august
september 1985 54 58

hildreth steven A mormon concern over MX parochialism or enduring
moral theology journal of church and state 26 spring 1984
255 72

hogan D microformMicroform to link generations american libraries 15

november 1984 700 701
howard jane gods hotel esquire 103 june 1985 91 94
huefner ann S life as wife of a bishop meanwhile back at the

ranch this people 6 december 1985 january 1986 76 81

Indiindinopulosindtnopulosnopulos thomas A mormon jewish turmoil in zion christian
century 102 4 december 1985 1123 26

inglesby shane B priesthood prescription for women sunstone 10 march
1985 28 33

jenkins carri P small scale agriculture BYU today 39 june 1985
28 35

jones J talmage in singapore and other asian cities salt lake city
publishers press 1984

kellogg diane mckinney birth control my choice your choice
exponent 11II 11 winter 1985 16 17

kelly tim utah gateway to nevada salt lake city dream garden press
1984

knight darrell V how to succeed in business and live your religion
salt lake city hawkes publishing co 1984

landon donald D A question of means or ends sunstone 10 august
1985 20 23

laner mary riege unpleasant aggressive and abusive activities in court-
ship A comparison of mormon and non mormon college studies
deviant behavior 6y 1985 145 68

larsen paul the chameleon and the salamander utah holiday 15

december 1985 84 88
linford richard and marilynne linford I1 hope they call meafe on a mission

too salt lake city deseret book co 1984
lyman melvin A out of obscurity into light salt lake city albany book

1985
lythgoe dennis L A marriage ofequalsof equals salt lake city deseret book co

1985
mcalevey PR bilking utahs faithful newsweek 104 24 december 1984

31

mchale ellen E witnessing for christ the hill cumorah pageant of
palmyra new york western folklore 44 january 1985 34 40

mclellan tracy lynn BBJjorderorder and mark H skolnick genetic distances
between the utah mormonscormons and related populations americanjournalamerican journal
of human genetics 36 july 1984 836 57

may cheryll lynn being LDS and a democrat party favors this people
6 june july 1985 68 74

merrill kieth W overview the natural this people 6 august september
1985 22 26
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miller scott D thought reform and totalismTotalism the psychology of the LDS
church missionary training program sunstone 10 august 1985
24 29

moberg david 0 the church as a social institution the sociology of
american religion 2dad ed grand rapids mich baker book house
1984

moms and dads this people 6 june july 1985 31 43
monuments of the mind karl G maeser building BYU today 39

december 1985 26 30
mormon marriage A panel discussion sponsored by exponent 11II at the

sunstone symposium august 1984 exponent 1111II11 11 winter 1985
4 5 12

nelson dantzel stress in the mormon medical marriage A wife s

perspective journal of collegium aesculapiusaesculapium 3 1985 58 64
ostling richard N awaiting the thirteenth prophet with president

kimballsKimballs death mormonism enters a new era time 126 18 november
1985 85

packer boyd K using the new scriptures ensign 15 december 1985
49 53

papal opinions christian century 102 27 february 1985 208
parkin james L balancing family community church and profession

journal of collegium aesculapiusaesculapium 3 1985 55 57
parry jay A eternal pursuit the mormon thiviatriviaviviadivianivia book salt lake city

bookcraft 1985
payne marlene married to an NM exponent ifil1111II11 11 winter 1985 7
peterson gary W boyd C rollins and darwin L thomas parental

influence and adolescent conformity compliance and internalization
youth and society 16 june 1985 397 420

plummer william mysterious bombings kill two in salt lake city and rock
the mormonscormonsMormons people 24 4 november 1985 121 23

poole kit working for walt disney behind the magic this people 6
april 1985 60 66

purity in utah forbeyforbes 135 11 march 1985 12

quarles randal K A religion of clerks sunstone 10 may 1985 58
reichley A james religion in american public life washington DC

brookings institution 1985
remembering mother this people 6 may 1985 39 44

robinson doug tackling the NFL this people 6 november 1985 44 48
ryder christian familyolatry sunstone 10 march 1985 24 27
rytting marvin expensive agency sunstone 10 january 1985 41 43

A small but standard deviation sunstone 10 september 1985
33 34

rytting susan breaking the rule a moral option sunstone 10 july
1985 11 14

salt lake city s new genealogical library sunset 175 november 1985
6

samuelson cecil 00.ojrajr jr challenges of the faithful physician journal of
collegium aesculapiusaesculapium 3 1985 9 11
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searle don L president ezra taft benson ordained thirteenth president
of the church ensign 15 december 1985 2 7

quezaltenangos saints ensign 15 october 1985 20 24
shoumatoff alex A reporter at large the mountain of names

new yorker 61 13 may 1985 51 101

shupe anson andjohnandyjohnand john heinerman mormonism and the new christian
right an emerging coalition review of religious research 27
december 1985 146 57

simmons paul on going home teaching sunstone 10 may 19819855 49 5500
spencer james R beyondmormonismbeyond mormonism an elders story grand rapids mich

chosen books 1984
stalking the wild document an interview with lyn richard jacobs

sunstone 10 august 1985 9 19
stark rodney and william sims bainbridge the future of religion

secularization revival and cult formation berkeley and los angeles
university of california press 1985

thompson dennis L de chaque cote de la paneparte fentr6e1 entree et la sortie de
161 eglise16gliseglisegilse mormon praxisjuridiguepraxis jurljuriturljuridiguedigue et religion 12 1985 7 15

thompson kathleen utah milwaukee raintree publishers 1985
tippetts larry W the choice A practical guide on the moral issue

salt lake city bookcraft 1984
toney michael B banu golesorkhi and william FE stinner residence

exposure and fertility expectations of young mormon and non mormon
women in utah journal of marriage and the family 47 may 1985
459 65

ulrich laurel thatcher danish pancakes exponent 1112II11 12 fall 19851985 11

wade robert graham LDS early morning seminary teacher selection
criteria and procedures 1984 edd diss brigham young university
1984

warner cecelia comp A guide to the mormon network sunstone 10

june 1985 42 47
watzman herbert M building for brigham young university in injerusalemjerusalem

challenged anew chronicle of higher education 31 6 november
1985 41

white 0 kendall jr A feminist challenge mormonscormonsMormons for ERA as an
internal social movement journal ofethnicof ethnic studies 13 spring 1985
29 50

whitehurst james E inside a mormon temple christian century 102
11 18 september 1985 791 92

who are the saints independence mo herald house 1985
wilentz amy utah docudramaDocu drama murder among the mormonscormonsMormons time 126

28 october 1985 48
wilson william A the seriousness of mormon humor sunstone 10

january 1985 6 13

wirtanen ruth life in alaska going to extremes taisthisthitaitazs people 6 june
july 1985 52 60

A womens roundtable coming to terms this people 6 november 1985
54 61
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woodward kenneth L and barbara burgower bible belt confrontation
newsweek 105 4 march 1981985 5 65

woodward kenneth L george raine milan J kubac and joseph harmes
A time of testing for the mormonscormonsMormons newsweek 106 25 november

1985 86 87

DOCTRINAL

adams william james some ways in which the plain and precious parts
became lost 1 nephi 1320152042152013204242 societyforearlysociety porfor early Hihistoricstoic archaeology
newsletter and proceedings 159 lulyjuly 1985 1 5

alexander thomas G the reconstruction of mormon doctrine from
joseph smith to progressive theology sunstone 10 may 1985 8 18

arrington le6nardjleonardjleonard J why I1 am a believer sunstone 10 january 1985
36 38

ashton wendellWendelwendelljwendellalJJ A window on life salt lake city bookcraft 1985
bassett arthur R knowing doing and being sunstone 10 may 1985

59 63
that older brother again sunstone 10 february 1919858 5 18 2222

bennion lowell L the book of mormon A guide to christian living
salt lake city deseret book co 1985

reflections on the restoration dialogue 18 fall 1985 160 67
benson ezra taft christ and the constitution jurisdiction journal and

sovereign review no 84025 january 1984 1 5

he Is risen new era 15 april 1985 4 7

what I1 hope you will teach mowyowyourmommour children about the temple
ensign 15 august 1985 6 10

bergera garyjbaryj has the word of wisdom changed since 183318318518351855 3 sunstone
10 july 1985 32 33

buerger david john what constitutes official doctrine sunstone 10

february 1985 38 39
burton alma P toward the new jerusalem salt lake city deseret book

co 1919858 5

burton theodore M to be born again ensign 15 september 1985
66 70

byrne thomas C discover your divine self esteem through knowing your
eternal self salt lake city hawkes publishing 1985

capener cole R A mormon concept of armageddon sunstone 10 august
1985 4 8

charles melodiemelodic moench scriptural precedents for priesthood dialogue
18 fall 1985 15 20

christensen ross T the river of nephi an archaeological commentary
on an old diary entry society for early histohistoricic archaeology
newsletter and proceedings 158 december 1984 1 8

conrad larry W and paul shupe an RLDS reformation construing the
task of RLDS theology dialogue 18 summer 1985 92 103

cook lyndonlyndonwlyndonedynLyndonWW joseph smith and the law ofofconsecrationconsecration provo grandin
book 1985
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cowan richard 0 the doctrine and covenants our modemmodern scripture
salt lake city bookcraft 1984

ellsworth homer S thoughts on the good shepherd ensign 15

december 1985 62 64
england eugene fasting and food not weapons A mormon response

to conflict BYU studies 25 winter 1985 141 55
lamanitesLamanites and the spirit of the lord dialogue 18 winter 1985

25 32
faith nadine having a form of godliness exponentiiexponent1111iiiililiII 11 summer 1985

4 5

farleyparley S brent the sacrament principles essential to exaltation in
principles of the gospel in practice edited by susan easton black
107 20 salt lake city randall book co 1985

faunce edward Is the book of mormon written in an ancient hebraic
poetic style zarahemlaZarahemla record 27 28 winter spring 1985 1 4

firmage edwin brown the peace of christ ensign 15 october 1985 25 27
violence and the gospel the teachings of the old testament the

new testament and the book of mormon BYU studies 2255 winter
1985 31 53

flammer philip M affliction and the plan of salvation in principles of
the Gogospelspelinin practice edited by susan easton black 185 99 salt lake
city randall book co 1985

garrard lamar the fall of man in principles of the gospel in practice
edited by susan easton black 39 70 salt lake city randall book co
1985

goodkind howard W lord kingsborough lost his fortune trying to prove
the maya were descendants of the ten lost tribes biblicalarchaeologybiblical archaeology
review 11 september october 1985 54 65

gunn R L temples ordinances and art in principles of the gospel
in practice edited by susan easton black 243 57 salt lake city randall
book co 1985

hale van defining the mormon doctrine of deity sunstone 10 january
1985 23 27

hansen lorin K some concepts of divine revelation sunstone 10 may
1985 51 57

harrison grant von understanding your divine nature woods cross utah
publishers book sales 1985

heater shirley R report on book of mormon research zarahemlaZarahemla record
27 28 winter spring 1985 5 7 16

hedengren paul in defense offaithof faith assessing arguments against latter
daduydayY saint belief provo bradford and wilson 1985

hinckley gordon B feasting upon the scriptures ensign 15 december
1985 42 45

howick E keith miracles ofjesusof jesus the messiah salt lake city bookcraft 1985
hunsaker U carlisle soul making orisor Is there life before death dialogue

18 fall 1985 152 59
hurdhurdjerriejerrie W the unnamed woman in scripture the standard works

and our mother in heaven sunstone 10 july 1985 23 25
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jackson kent PR and robert L millet eds the old testament genesis to
2 samuel vol 3 of studies in scripture salt lake city randall book
co 1985

the pearl of great price vol 2 of studies in scripture salt lake
city randall book co 1985

jeffery duane E are mormonscormons creationists sunstone 10 april 1985
44 45

johansen jerald R A commentary on the pearl ofgreatof great price ajewellajewelAjewel among
the scriptures bountiful utah horizon publishers 1985

johnson william A lessons learned from lehisgehis cave sunstone 10

july 1985 27 30
jones gerald E zoophily in mormonism restoration news and views

of the latter day saint movement 4 october 1985 1 7 10
keller jeffrey E when does the spirit enter the body sunstone 10 march

1985 42 44
kraut ogden paradise salt lake city privately printed 1985

the pre existence salt lake city privately printed 1985
leone mark P the mormon temple experience sunstone 10 may 1985

4 7

lockhart barbara the body A burden or a blessing ensign 15 february
1985 56 60

mcconkie bruce R come hear the voice of the lord ensign 15

december 1985 54 59
A new witnesswitnessformorfor the articles offaithof eulthfaithealta salt lake city deseret book

co 1985
I1 I1 speaking today let the word go forth ensign 15 february

1985 72 74
mcconkie joseph fielding gospel symbolism salt lake city bookcraft 19819855
mcelveen floyd gods rordwordmord final infallible and forever compelling

evidence for the bibles inspiration and preservation grand rapids
mich gospel truths 1985

mckay robert andjohnandyjohnandjohn L smith wywhy mormonism Is a cult marlow okla
utah evangel 1985

mehew randall king comp historical outline of the book of mormon
orem utah millennial press 1983

millet robert L beyond the veil two latter day revelations ensign 15

october 1985 8 13

joseph smith and the gospel of matthew BYU studies 25
summer 1985 67 84

monson thomas S come learn of me ensign 15 december 1985 46 48
moss james R covenants and the covenant people in principles of the

gospelGospelinin practice edited by susan easton black 163 83 salt lake city
randall book co 1985

nibley hugh W scriptural perspectives on how to survive the calamities
of the last days BYU studies 25 winter 1985 7 27

norman keith E mormon cosmology can it survive the big bang
sunstone 10 september 1985 18 23

toward a mormon christology sunstone 10 april 1985 18 25
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nyman monte S and robert L millet eds taethetafTh ejosephjoseph smith translation
the restoration ofplainof plain andpreciousand precious things provo religious studies
center brigham rungaungmoung&ungyoung university 1985

our mothermotherwhichwhich art in heaven the study ofofmormonismsmormonismsMormonismssmy mother
goddoctrinegovgod doctrine marlo okla utah missions 1984

pace george W A new commandment in principles of the gospel in
practice edited by susan easton black 135 46 salt lake city randall
book co 1985

packer boyd K the aaronic priesthood new era 15 may 1985 4 7

principles ensign 15 march 1985 6 10
parrish alan K to be as gods original sin or eveseve s motive for mortality

in principles of the gospel in practice edited by susan easton black
71 89 salt lake city randall book co 1985

perkins keith W insights into the atonement from latter day scriptures
in principles of the gospel in practice edited by susan easton black
91 105 salt lake city randall book co 1985

prattPratprattjohntJohnjohnpohn P the restoration of priesthood keys on easter 1836 ensign
15 pt 1 junequneoune 1985 59 68

the restoration of priesthood keys on easter 1836 ensign 15

pt 2 july 1985 55 64
read lenet hadley how we got the bible salt lake city deseret book

co 1985
riddle chauncey C having a testimony of the restored gospel of jesus

christ in principles ofodthethe gospel in practice edited by susan easton
black 121 34 salt lake city randall book co 1985

roberts B H studies odtheoftheof taetherae book ofmormonof mormon urbana university of illinois
press 1985

the truth the way and the life provo brian stuysmy 19851985
robertson pat answers to two hundred of lifes most probing questions

nashville thomas nelson publishers 1984
romney marion G the resurrection of jesus ensign 15 april 1985

2 6
scott richard B spiritual communication in principles of the gospel

in practice edited by susan easton black 5 19 salt lake city randall
book co 1985

simmons verneil another look at the book of mormon ministry of christ
zarahemlaZarahemla record29record 29 30 31 summer fall 1985 winter 1986 1 3 23

smith joseph jr lectures on faith reprint salt lake city deseret book
co 1985

sorenson john L an ancient american setting for the book of mormon
salt lake city deseret book co provo foundation for ancient research
and mormon studies 1985

stead J D purposes of the book of mormon restoration voice no 41
may june 1985 26 27

treat raymond C the book of mormon Is our key to the future
zarahemlaZarahemla record27record27 28 winter spring 1985 8 13

WwordprintsordprintsWordordprints restoration voice no 39 january february 1985
21 22
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turner rodney the doctrine of godhood in the new testament in
principles of the gospel in practice edited by susan easton black 21 3377
salt lake city randall book co 1985

ulrich karl thatcher an engineers view of religion sunstone 10 june
1985 14 15

washburn J N the miracle of the book of mormon orem utah book
production services 1984

welch john W the doctrine and covenants by themes the text of the
doctrine and covenants arranged topically salt lake city bookcraft
1985

longevity of book of mormon people and the age of man
journal of collegium aesculapiusaesculapium 3 1985 34 45

topically speaking A look at the impressive doctrine and
covenants ensign 15 september 1985 20 25

wells robert E we are christians because salt lake city deseret book
co 1985

wheatley pesci meg an expanded definition of priesthood some present
and future consequences dialogue 18 fall 1985 33 42

wilkes robert M some thoughts about personal freedom ensign 15 july
1985 12 14

will sheds light on book of abraham BYU today 39 june 1985
15

yarrington roger RLDS to ordain women christian century 102
25 september 1985 824

zindler frank R the mormon book of abraham american atheist 27
january 1985 29 34

historical

allamanallamanjohnjohn lee joseph smiths visits to henderson county western
illinois regional studies 8 spring 1985 46 5555

anderson charles PR tirthankartirthankara bose andjosephand joseph 1I richardson eds circle
of voices Ahistohistoryy of the religious communities ofbiitishof british columbia
lantzvilleLantzville BC oolichanhoolichanOolichan books 1983

anderton douglas L lee L bean J dennis willigan and geraldine P
mineau adoption of fertility limitation in an american frontier
population an analysis and simulation of socio religious subgroups
social biology 31 spring summer 1984 140 59

AP associates planning and research saitlakesaltSaItsaat nugelake city architecturallhistoricalarchitecturalhistoricalArchitectural Historical
survey southwestern survey area salt lake city AP associates
planning and research 1985

arms cephas the long road to california the journals of cephas arms
supplemented with letters by traveling companions mount pleasant
mich private press of john cumming 19851985

backman milton Vvjrajr jr joseph smith s recitals of the first vision ensign
15 january 1985 8 17

bardsley robert grafton utah ghost town old restwestmest 22 winter 1985
60 62
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barney ronald 0 united order in monroe idealism fails pioneer 32
september october 1985 7 8

bartschi darel P bear river battle launched from camp douglas pioneer
32 november december 1985 9 10 18

bedwell olivia blair and eunice war cammack gone but not forgotten
sterling idaho snake river echoes 14 spring 1985 31 32

beecher maureen ursenbach entre nous an intimate history ofofmhaofshaMHA
journal of mormon history 12 1985 43 52

berge dale L archaeological work at the smith log house ensign 15

august 1985 24 26
bergera garyjamesgary james and ronald priddis brigham young university A house

of faith salt lake city signature books 1985
berrett william E the latter day saints A contemporary history of the

church ofjesusof jesus christ salt lake city deseret book co 1985
birch J neil helen john the beginnings of indian placement dialogue

18 winter 1985 119 29
black rosa vida bischoff lovell our pioneer heritage salt lake city

olympus publishing co 1984
blair alma R RLDS views of polygamy some historiographical notes

john witmerwhitmerwaltmer historicalhistoricalassociationassociation journalsjournal5journal5 19819855 16 28
blakely thomas A the swearing elders sunstone 10 september 1985

8 13

bradfield victor star valley an outlaw wintering ground snake river
echoes 14 autumn 1985 77 80

brooks juanita the outsiders nevada 44 july august 1984 44 46
brown murlyn L tithing office in juarez central to colony pioneer 32

november december 1985 11 18

browne hilda faulkner the michigan cormonsmormonsMormons their history from 1831
to 1952 and a little beyond provo privately printed 1985

brunson L madelon bonds of sisterhood A history of the RLDS womens
organization 1842 1983 independence mo herald publishing house
1985

burgess samuel A latter day saint hymns emma smith restoration
news anyandviewsofViewviewssotsoffotodtheofthethelatterdaylarterlatterlarrer daydwydar saintsaintmovement4movement 4 april 1985 27 30

W W phelps and church hymns restoration news and views
of the latter day saint movement 4 january 1985 29 31

butterworth FE edward extensions of the restoration trail to the isles
of the sea french polynesia restoration trail forum 11 february
1985 1 6 7

cannon brian Q change engulfs a frontier settlement ogden and its
residents respond to the railroad journal of mormon history 12

1985 15 28
coates lawrence G the mormonscormons and the ghost dance dialogue 18

winter 1985 89 111

coecoejolenejolene andandgregcoegreg coe the mormon experience eugene oreg harvest
house publishers 1985

cook lyndon W and milton V backman jr eds the kirtland elders
quorum record 1836 1841 orem utah grandin book 1985
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cooley everett L A brigham young letter to george Q cannon 1859
BYU studies 25 summer 1985 106 9

cresswell stephen the US department of justice in utah territory
1870 90 utah historical quarterly 53 summer 1985 204 22

croft Q michael influence of the LDS church an6non utah politics 1945
1985 phd diss university of utah 1985

cross frank moore new directions in the study of the dead sea scrolls
BYU studies 25 summer 1985 3 11

darc james V the image of mormonscormons in the movies the way we were
this people 6 august september 1985 43 48

delahanty randolph preserving the west california arizona nevada utah
idaho oregon and ashingtonwashingtonWl new york pantheon books 1985

dixon madolinemadeline C the gunnison massacre true west 32 july 1985
34 36

draper maurice L the 1835 general assembly and the doctrine and
covenants saints heraldherald132132 august 1985 12 13 16

dunfey julie living the principle of plural marriage mormon women
utopia and female sexuality in the nineteenth century feminist
studies 10 fall 1984 523 36

dunn scott C spirit writing another look at the book of mormon
sunstone 10 june 1985 16 26

edwards paul M on our story sunstone 10 january 1985 4040 41

the restoration history manuscript collection annals of iowa
47 spring 1984 377 81

ellis fern D A brief history of the mancos rardwardmard church ofjesusof jesus christ
oflatterof lurterlatter day saints cortez colo pioneer printers 1985

ellsworth S george the new utahs heritage salt lake city peregrine smith
books 1985

embry jessie L effects of polygamy on mormon women frontiers 17 1984
14 23

exiles for the principle LDS polygamy in canada dialogue 18

fall 1985 108 16

embry jessie L and howard A christy eds community development in
the american west past and present nineteenth and twentieth
century frontiers provo charles redd center for western studies
brigham young university 1985

embry jessie L and martha S bradley mothers and daughters in
polygamy dialogue 18 fall 1985 98 107

enders donald L A snug log house A historical look at thejosephththe josepheJoseph smith
sr family home in palmyra new york ensign 15 august 1985 14 23

geary elmo G and edward A geary community dramatics in early castle
valley utah historical quarterly 53 spring 1985 112 30

generous tom over the riverriverjordanjordan california volunteers in utah during
the civil war california history 63 summer 1984 200 211

gilkey langdon religion and culture A persistent problem journal of
mormon history 12 1985 29 41

gillette alain les cormonsmormonsMormons theocratesTheocrates du desert paris descleedesalee de brouwer
1985
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gladwell louis A ed and ida D Dradraayeriyerdyer comp south ogden city utah
history 1848 1984 layton utah candle graphics 1985

graygrayjackijackijackl tragedy aboard the saluda rural Mismlsmissourisouli august 198 5 4 5

gray john S the salt lake hockaday mail annals of wyoming 5566 pt I11
fall 1984 12 20

the salt lake hockaday mail annals of wyoming 5577 pt 2 spring
1985 2 12

grimaud elodia A brief history of the progress of pingree snake river
echoes 14 spring 1985 35

groberg delbert V the idaho falls temple the first LDSIDSidy temple in idaho
salt lake city publishers press 1985

hallwas john E john regans emigrant s guide A neglected literary
achievement illinois historicaljournalHistorichistorical aljournaljournal 1177 winter 1984 269 94

hampshire annette P mormonism in conflictConjAct the nauvoo years new york
edwin mellen press 1985

hanger kimberly S the frederick hopt murder case A darker side of
utah territorial history UCLA Historichistoricaljournalhistoricaljournal6aljournal 6 1985 83 100

harker brent didymos the blind sees the light of day BYU today 39
june 1985 18 20

hartley william G down and back wagon trains bringing the saints
to utah in 1861 ensign 15 september 1985 26 31

personal and family preparedness lessons from church history
in principles of the gospel in practice edited by susan easton black
225 41 salt lake city randall book co 1985

heinerman joseph the old folks day A unique utah tradition
utah historical quarterly 53 spring 1985 157 69

henrie ruth H early life in pleasant grove beehive history 11 1985
16 18

hill marvin S money digging folklore and the beginnings ofofmormonismmormonism
an interpretive suggestion BYU studies 24 fall 1984 473 88

hillam ray C and david M andrews mormonscormonsMormons and foreign policy
BYU studies 25 winter 1985 57 73

hinckley gordon B young adult satellite broadcast salt lake city npap

1985
hinte jacob van netherlandersNether landers in america A study of emigration and

settlement in the nineteenth and twentieth centencenturiescentunes grand
rapids mich baker book house 1985

hinton wayne K some historical perspective on mormon responses to
the great depression journal of the weftwest 24 october 19819855 19 26

holmes geoffrey extensions of the restoration trail to great britain
and europe concluded the restoration in britain restoration trail
forum 11 november 1985 1 7 8

horrocks leon early days at blackfoot snake river echoes 14 spring
1985 3 5

hughes david the saints in saigon an end a beginning this people
6 april 1985 46 51

hutchinson anthony A grace unto the gentiles sunstone 10 lulyjulygulyouly 19851985
6 10
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hyde grace A monument snake river echoes 14 autumn 1985
74 76

ionalona centennial history book 1883 1983 lonaiona idaho npap 1983
iverseniversenjoanjoan feminist implications of mormon polygyny feminist studies

10 fall 1984 505 22
jackson W turrentine salt lake city wells fargosbargos transportation depot

during the stagecoach era utah historical quarterly 5533 winter 1919858 5

5 39
jensen richard L without purse or scrip financing latter day saint

missionary work in europe in the nineteenth century journal of
mormon history 12 1985 3 14

jessee dean C new documents and mormon beginnings BYU studies
24 fall 1984 397 428

johnson cleo the idaho electors oath snake river echoes 14 winter
1985 143

johnson jeffrey ogden brigham youngs households a haven for guests
hired help pioneer 32 july august 1985 9

kayjeannekay jeanne and craigjcraigcraigeJ brown mormon beliefs about land and natural
resources 1847 18771877 journal ofhistoricalofofhistoricalgeographyHistorical geography 11 july 1985
253 67

kimball edward L spencer W kimball A man of good humor
BYU studies 25 fall 1985 59 71

spencer W kimball at college BYU studies 25 fall 1985
141 45

kimball stanley B the captivity narrative on mormon trails 1846 65
dialogue 18 winter 1985 81 88

uncle spencer 1944 1985 byustudiesBYU Studies 25 fall 1985 43 47
knecht stephen roger three interesting aspects of the joseph smith

translation manuscripts and history restoration news and views of
the latter day saint movement 4 october 1985 20 24

launius roger D american home missionary society ministers and mormon
nauvoo selected letters western illinois regionalregionalstudies8studies 8 spring
1985161985 16 45

1 joseph1josephajoseph smith 111IIIlii and the kirtland temple suit BYU studies 2255
summer 1985 110 16

11joseph smith 111IIIililii and the mormon succession crisis 1844 1846
restoration news and views of the latter day saint movement 4
october 1985 12 14 19 20

the meaning ofofzionzion s camp restoration tralltrailtrulltrailforumborumforumbonum 11 august
1985 6 7

launius roger D and FE mark mckiemanmckiemwamckeemanMcKiemankleman joseph smith jesjr s revRedbevfredbrickredbrickredbiickBrick store
macomb western illinois university 1985

lavender david the great wesrwest new york american heritage press 1985
lee mark S legislating morality reynolds vs united states sunstone

10 april 1985 8 12

lents donald V extensions of the restoration trail to great britain
and europe the church in wales restoration trail forum 11 pt A
august 1985 1 7
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logue L tabernacles for waiting spirits monogamous and polygamous
fertility in a mormon town journaljournaloffamilyofsamilyFamily history 10 spring 1985
60 74

lyman melvin A political deliverance the mormon quest for utah
statehood urbana university of illinois press 1985

lythgoe dennis L lengthening our stride the remarkable administration
of spencer W kimball BYU studies 25 fall 1985 5 17

mabey rendell and gordon T allred unordinary people mission beirut
this people 6 november 1985 70 73

mccammon charles S the other colorado fieldandstreamfield and stream 89 april
19851231985 123 24

mcclintock james H mormon settlement in arizona tucson university of
arizona press 1985

mccormick nancy D and john S mccormick sultairsaltairSaltair salt lake city
university of utah press 1985

madsen brigham D the shoshoneshoshoniShoshoni frontier and the bear river massacre
salt lake city university of utah press 1985

malouf beatrice B comp locality histories an enduring legacy 8 19819855
85 124

may dean L star valley in the context of western settlement A digest
snake river echoes 14 autumn 1985 103 10

may robin history of the american west new york exeter books 1984
mehr kahlilekahlineKahlile womens response to plural marriage dialogue 18 fall

1985 84 97
miller jeremy M A critique of the reynolds decision western state

university law review 11 spring 1984 165 98
milner clyde A 11II and floyd A oneil churchmen and the western

indians 1820 1920 norman university of oklahoma press 1985
the mission experience of spencer W kimball BYU studies 2255 fall 1919858 5

109 40
moody michael FE latter day saint hymnbooksHymnbooks then and now ensign

15 september 1985 10 13

morgan anne hodges and rennard strickland eds alizonaarizonaaiizona memories
tuscon university of arizona press 1985

mormon discovery christian century 102 june 1985 578
nebraska the first hundred years remembered crete nebrbebr doane

college 1985
nelson lee dream mine utahs century old treasure hunt utah

holiday 15 november 1985 36 46
new douglas allenalienailen history of the deseret alphabet and other attempts

to reform english orthography edd diss utah state university
1985

newell linda king the historical relationship of mormon women and
priesthood dialogue 18 fall 1985 21 32

noall claire christmas at highland boy beehive history 11 1985 27 32
noble alienallenailen G houses vol I11 of wood brick and stone the north

american settlement landscape amherst university of massachusetts
press 1984
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one hundred and fifty years ago in church history restoration news
and views of the latter day saint movement 4 january 1985 32

ostling richard N challenging mormonismsMormoni sms roots newly foundbound letters
raise questions about churchschurche origins time 125 20 may 1985 44

patterson richard historical atlas of the outlaw weftwestinest boulder colo
johnson books 1985

perkes 0 D star valley past and present aspects of the human
dimension snake river echoes 14 autumn 1985 94 98

persuitte david joseph smith and the origins of the book of mormon
jefferson NC mcfarland and co 1985

petersen melvinjmelvinaMelvinJ preparing early revelations for publication ensign 15

february 1985 14 20
peterson charles S A utah moon perceptions of southern utah

st george utah department of printing dixie college 1984
peterson nancy M people of the moonshellMoonshell A western eiverriverelverriverjournaljournal

frederick colo renaissance house 1984
pioneer fashions an enduring legacy 8 1985 265 308
pioneer vocations an enduring legacy 8 1985 213 64

pixton paulpaulbB play it again sam the remarkable prophecy of samuel
lutz alias christophilusChristophilus gratianusGratianus reconsidered BYU studies 2255
summer 1985 27 46

poll richard D the swearing elders some reflections sunstone 10

september 1985 14 17
powell allan kent the next time we stifestrikestike labor in utahs coarcoalcoalfieldsfields

1900 1933 logan utah state university press 1985
price richard and pamela price the bennett crisis at nauvoo 1840 1842

restoration voice no 37 september october 1984 27 31

the consecrated spot the location of the temple in zion
restoration voice no 42 july august 1985 4 6

quinn D michael LDS church authority and new plural marriages
1890 1904 dialogue 18 spring 1985 9 105

rawcliffe william church history hidden treasures word search puzzles
on mormon themes salt lake city bookcraft 1985

rees R douglas winter quarters and true womanhood nineteenth
century attitudes toward the role of women thegeanthetean 15 april 1985
45 54

richmond significant to mormon church ray county mirror 6 april
1985 6 7

ricketts norma B california mormonscormons the first one hundred years
mormon life 2 july 1984 6 9

lost elders who reopened california mission identified
mormon life 3 december 1984 18 19

riley glenda women andindiansand indians on the frontier 1825 1915191igi albuquerque
university of new mexico press 1984

roberts alienallenailen D where are the all seeing eyes the origin use and
decline of early mormon symbols sunstone 10 may 1985 36 48

roberts richard C and richard W sadler ogdencgdenjunctionjunction city northridge
calif windsor publications 1985
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rosenberg don hawaiian LDS form then disband losepaiosepaiokepa colony
pioneer 32 march april 1985 7 8

st clair tim the brothel and the miners shack utah holiday 14

september 1985 39 40
seifrit william C pioneer pottery in utah beehive history 11 1985 7 9
sherlock richard campus in crisis sunstone 10 may 1985 30 35
shipps jan mormonism the story of a new religious tradition urbana

university of illinois press 1985
the salamander and the saints christian century 102

6 november 1985 1020 21
sillitosillitojohnjohn R andjohnandyjohnand john S mccormick socialist saints mormonscormons and the

socialist party in utah 1900 20 dialogue 18 spring 1985 121 31

skolnick M H L L bean G P mineau and L B gorde etudeseludes
g6n6tiquesgenetiques et demographiques et base de donnedonneesdonnelses genealogiques de
lutah annales de demographic besthistpesthistoiiquehistoriqueorique 1984 103 13

slaughter william W battalion guide at home in palaces or deserts
pioneer 32 march april 1985 9 10 16

smart maurine how would you like to own the cemetery mormon life
4 july 1985 14 15 19

snow eliza R historic scenes salt lake city randall book co 1985
sorensen iva lee and kaye S bybee founded on faith A history of

glenwood 1864 1984 glenwood utah glenwood camp coe
daughters of the utah pioneers 1985

sorensen wilson W A miracle in utah valley the story of utah technical
college 1941 1982 provo utah technical college 1985

spencer W kimball and the lamanite cause BYU studies 25 fall 1985
73 75

spencer W kimball as extemporaneous speaker BYU studies 25 fall
1985 147 59

stickann richard the mormon rebellion old west 22 fall 1985 16 21

stobaugh kenneth E interpreting nauvoo saints renaldheraldherald132132152 july 1985
22 23

talbot wilburn D the acts odtheof the modemmodern apostles salt lake city randall
book co 1985

taylor paul Orderville experiment in socialism frontier times 5577 august
1985 24 28

silver reef bastion of hell in mormon utah true destwest 31

january 1985 17 20
thatcher linda community celebrations beehive history 11 1985

13 15

thatcher linda andjohnandyjohnand john R sillito sisterhood and sociability the utah
womens press club 1891 19219288 utah historical quarterly 5533 spring
1985 144 56

thompson john E A chronology of danite meetings in adam ondiondl ahman
missouri july to september 18 3388 restoration news and views odtheof taethefae
latter day saint movement 4 january 1985 11 14

tickemyer G E to the isles of the sea grand cayman restoration
trail forum 11 february 1985 5 7
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tobler douglas FE the past has made the present tense the influence of
russian history on the contemporary soviet union BYUbyustudiesstudies 2255

winter 1985 101 11

toscano margaret M the missing rib the forgotten place of queens and
priestesses in the establishment of zion sunstone 10 july 1985
17 22

tullis FE lamond california and chile in 1851 as experienced by the
mormon apostle parley PR pratt southern california quarterly 67
fall 1985 291 307

underwood grant the earliest reference guides to the book of mormon
windows into the past journal of mormon history 12 1985
69 89

early mormon millenarianism another look church bistorhistorhistoryy 54
june 1985 215 29

saved or damned tracing a persistent protestantism in early
mormon thought BYU studies 25 summer 1985 85 103

van wagoner richard S mormon polyandry in nauvoo dialogue 18 fall
1985 67 83

vest peggy to the isles of the sea hawaii restoration trail forum
11 february 1985 4 8

vinson michael from housework to office clerk utahs working women
1870 1900 utah historical quarterly 53 fall 1985 326 35

walker ronald W the persisting idea of american treasure hunting
BYU studies 24 fall 1984 429 59

walters wesley P mormon origins A tale of spirits and salamandersamanderssalamanderiSal
presbyterian journal 44 12 june 19851985 7 8

wellsville history committee windows of wellsville 1856 1984 A one
hundred and twenty eight year prittenwrittenrittenJF and pictorial history of
wellsville utah Locatelocatedsatdatat the base of the majestic wellsville mountains
wellsville utah wellsville history committee 1985

westergard FE J memories of life in fairfarr west beehive history 11 1985
2 6

white jean bickmore political deliverance at a price the quest for
statehood journal of mormon history 12 1985 135 39

wilding D D restoring the rexburgredburg tabernacle snake river echoes 14

winter 1985 122 24

wiley peter the lee revolution and the rise of correlation sunstone
10 uanuaryjanuary 1985 18 22

winn norma B the texas expedition an enduring legacy 8 1985
309 45

woodford robert J how the revelations in the doctrine and covenants
were received and compiled ensign 15 january 1985 26 33

worcester don ed pioneer trails mestwestmst caldwell idaho caxton printers
1985

worrall janet E germaniousgermanicusGermanicus passengers from england to early settlement
in utah and idaho utah historical quarterly 53 winter 1985
40 54

the year 1884 an enduring legacy 8 1985 1 40
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inspirational

asay carlos E the blessings of sharing the gospel ensign 15 october
1985 49 54

baca joyce divorce making it a growth experience salt lake city deseret
book co 1985

backman robert L be thou an example of the believers new era 15

ounejunelune 1985 4 7

benson ezraezratafttaft president kimballsKimballs vision of missionary work ensign
15 july 1985 6 11

britsch R lanier and terrance D olson counseling A guide to helping
others vol 2 salt lake city deseret book co 1985

building a love that lasts outstanding articles on marriage from the ensign
salt lake city deseret book co 1985

burgess allan K and max H molgard my baptism activity andmemoryand memory
book salt lake city deseret book co 1985

canfield anita A woman ancherandherand hetherhgr self esteem salt lake city randall book
co 1919858 5

carmack john K its never too late new era 15 october 1985
4 6

chaffin bethany caring for those you love A guide to compassionate
care for the aged bountiful utah horizon publishers 1985

cherrington david rearing responsible children salt lake city bookcraft
1985

christensen joe J and barbara K christensen making your home a
missionary training center salt lake city deseret book co 1985

clark D cecil improving your church teaching npap privately printed
1984

cook gene R living by the power of faith salt lake city deseret book
co 1985

coonradt chuck and lee nelson the game of work orem utah liberty
press 1985

craven rulon G called to the work salt lake city bookcraft 1985
cuthbert derek A the futility of fear new era 15 november 1985

44 50
dolittle crunk mother father and the family that worked salt lake city

publishers press 1984
dunn loren C this I11 know salt lake city bookcraft 1985
dunn paul H seek the happy life salt lakelike city bookcraft 1985

durrant george D doing genealogy finding that glorious elusive
condition called balance ensign 15 april 1985 18 23

edwards lavell achieving A guide to building self esteem inin young men
salt lake city randall book co 1985

eyer mary sturlaugson reflection of a soul salt lake city randall book
co 1985

faust james E simply happy new era 15 july 1985 4 5

featherstone VaughvaughnjvaughnanJ thanksgiving prayer new era 15 november 1985
4477
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hinckley gordon B the environment of our homes ensign 15 june
1985 2 6

keep the faith ensign 15 september 1985 2 6
strengthening each other ensign 15 februaryFebmary 1985 2 5

the voice of the lord new era 15 december 1985 8 13

holland jeffrey R however long andwardandhardand harfhardhurd the road salt lake city deseret
book co 1985

A robe a ring and a fattedbatted calf ensign 15 august 1985
68 72

holland patricia I1 parenting everything to do with the heart ensign
15 june 1985 12 14

kapp ardeth G what have you to declare new era 15 september
1985 8 13

kapp ardeth G andjudithand judith S smith the light andtheand rhethe life salt lake city
bookcraft 1985

kimball spencer W the abundant life ensign 15 october 1985 2 6
becoming the pure in heart ensign 15 march 1985 2 5

how rare a possession the scriptures ensign 15 july 1985 2 5

the words of a prophet ensign 15 december 1985 26 29
mcconkie joseph fielding and robert L millet sustaining anddefendingundand defending

the faith salt lake city bookcraft 1985
making memories A book ofremembranceof remembrance for the latter day saintsaintboygirlboylgirlBoylGirl

salt lake city deseret book co 1985
maughan joyce bowen eulestalkstalksformorforfoz tots salt lake city deseret book co 19819855
maxwell neal A sermons not spoken salt lake city bookcraft 1985

these are your days new era 15 january february 1985 4 6
unto the rising generation ensign 15 april 1985 8 11

monson thomas S comp favorite quotations from the collection of
thomas S monson salt lake city deseret book co 1985

oaks dallin H parental leadership in the family ensign 15 june 1985
7 11

reach out and climb new era 15 august 1985 4 6
on the lords errand the purposes and possibilities of brigham young

university selectedessaysselected essays 1985 provo brigham young university 1985
packer boyd K ensenatensenadensenaddiligentementeEnsenad diligentementeDiligent emente salt lake city deseret book co

1985
rasmussen dennis the lords question thoughts on the life of ofresponseresponse

provo keter foundation 1985
reading lucille C shining moments storiesforstories torfor latter day saint children

salt lake city deseret book co 1985
rector connie and diane deputy roots andbranchesand branches exciting collection

of genealogical success stories salt lake city randall book co 1985
rector hartman jr already to harvest A guide to converting thousands

to the gospel ofjesusof jesus christ salt lake city randall book co 1985
to a chosen generation salt lake city bookcraft 1985

romney marion G let Us set in order our own houses ensign 15

january 1985 2 6

seek not to counsel the lord ensign 15 august 1985 2 5
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shampton mariannejmarianneeMarianmariannemarlannejJ one hundredandhundred and one talkstalksforfor children salt lake
city bookcraft 1985

sill sterling W the success formula of section 4 new era 15 september
1985 4 6

simpkins veda jo marriage can be wonderful salt lake city hawkes
publishing 1985

smith barbara B the light of christmas salt lake city bookcraft 1985
sorensen mollie hobaugh learning faith ensign 15 march 1985 24 27

A new spirit within you napa calif sunstone west 1984
treseder terry W teach them to love one another salt lake city bookcraft

1985
vidmar peter diane ellingson and marvin J ashton go for the gold

salt lake city deseret book co 1985
winn joni gym shoes braces anandyearlydEarlyeartyearly morning Seminseminaryaq A youthqmakeyouthquakebouthYouthqualequake

survival manual salt lake city covenant recordings 1985
zirker ronald john parent and teen teamedmedforteamedfortewTea morfor success salt lake city

deseret book co 1985



book reviews

BERGERA GARYJAMESGARYJAMES and RONALD PRIDDIS brigham young
university A house of faitafaithfalthenita salt lake city signature books 198 5

xiii 513 ppap iggy191995199319.9395 paperback

reviewed by richard D poll professor emeritusemeritus of history western illinois university

this is an interesting provocative tedious titillating mistitledmistitled
informative tendentious and important book

an endorsement on the back cover describes Bbighambrighamigham young
university A house offaitbof faith as a foray into some of the tensions which
have bedeviled the history of the school the books central issue is
summarized in the words of BYU alumnus and former university of
oregon president 0 meredith wilson the tensions between a
vigorous church and a vigorous university are greater than many may
suppose 367 words in a similar vein taken from the 1980 valedictory
of former BYU president dallin H oaks conclude both the first and
last chapters A genuine mingling of the insights of reason and
revelation is infinitely difficult 45 367

gary bergera and ronald priddis both 1980 graduates of BYU
have organized their prodigious research into nine chapters the first

growth and development surveys the university s 110 year history
devoting sections to each of the eight presidential administrations
having established a structural framework the authors then consider
the following subjects or problem areas integrating religion and
academics standards and the honors code organic evolution
controversy partisan politics and the university student govern-
ment social clubs and newspapers intercollegiate athletics
arts entertainment and literature and academics and intellectual

pursuits A twenty page pictorial insert 130 pages of endnotes and
a good index complete the volume

episodes that receive detailed treatment include the peterson
chamberlin evolution controversy the wilkinson spy embroglioimbroglioembroglio
the racial protests involving BYU athletics and the looking for
mr goodbar censorship affair curricular and extracurricular
ramifications of the institutional concern about proper sexual behavior
are described the difficulties inherent in assigning moral significance
to such ephemeral social phenomena as styles in dress dance music
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and the visual arts are also noted tighter editing would have eliminated
some of the trivia grammatical lapses and name errors for example
nobel waite 29 roman J andrus and russel B swenson 370

anyone who reads far enough into the book to discover that
karl G maeser was the son of two unmarried working class
lutheransLutherans 5 and that a member of the 1900 cluff expedition sold
his mule to buy liquor 11 will agree that the book is both interesting
and titillating in the text and endnotes is evidence that the researchers
paid particular attention to documentary footprints made by feet of clay

anyone who reads through the chapter on athletics only about
10 percent of which is relevant to the books theme will likely find
the going tedious the chapters on university standards and on
student activities also have episodes that parallel in loco parentis and
generation gap controversies on hundreds of college and university
campuses secular as well as church related if the test of relevance to
the revelation reason issue had been applied to everything that went
into this book it would be significantly shorter and better

nevertheless the book brought me to a fuller appreciation of the
complexity of the church university relationship as I1 looked through
bergerasbergerisBergeras and priddissPriddiss eyes into the minutes correspondence and
journals of the men except for coeds there are very few women in
this history who had the responsibility for defining and managing
the relationship somewhere in the book is the rueful observation of
one of BYUs presidents that BYU has more people involving themselves
in its administration than almost any other school the book amply
demonstrates the frustrations of all who have occupied the presidential
chair

I1 was also impressed by how much the authors have learned about
their subject they treat in some detail three episodes in which I1 was
a central figure and bergera and priddis know more about them than
I1 do

the placement of the endnotes make them inconvenient to use but
no one who reads the book will want to ignore them full as they are
the notes do not give sources for some of the items for example the
reported dismissal of at least six faculty for lack of testimony 65

moreover the book does only partial justice to the subject of
tensions between faith and freedom at the lords university partly
because it sometimes digresses and partly because a hidden agenda
clouds its objectivity it is provocative in both the affirmative
stimulating and negative aggravating sense

the aggravating provocationsprovocations stem from what are for me serious
problems with brigham young university A househoufe of faith people
who buy the book on the basis of its title are entitled to seek redress
under methe truthfulness in packaging statutes they may be shocked
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angered or disillusioned by what they read but they will learn little
about how well or how badly the university has discharged its charter
mission to preserve and propagate the faith furthermore they will not
emerge from the reading with a very clear picture of how the university
has tried to balance the competing claims of faith and reason because the
battles blunders intrigues and idiosyncrasies that fill these pages are
not assimilated into persuasive generalizations or long range conclusions

indeed the issues of revelation reason and church university are
uninvolved or only marginally involved in some of the controversial
episodes about politics aesthetics and history that the book describes
in detail the personal opinions and tastes of some of the university s

administrators and trustees have generated some of the most intense
and unfortunate encounters with faculty and students bergera and
priddis do not distinguish between differences of opinion disagreements
over management style academic challenges to ecclesiastical doctrine
and disputes in which the issue is obedience to authority

A more appropriate title for this volume would be brigham young
university the other side odtheoftheof taethe story because that titletidetldetitie would explain
its genesis as well as its substance the authors like some other readers
of the authorized centennial histories ofofbyuBYU ernest L wilkinson ed
brigham young university the first one hundred years 4 vols provo

BYU press 1975 76 and ernest L wilkinson and W cleon skousen
brigham young university A school of destiny provo BYU press

1976 were dissatisfied with what they saw as excessively eulogistic
and apologetic elements in the works as a whole and particularly in
the treatment of the wilkinson years to redress the imbalance bergera
and priddis produced a work with a pronounced antiandiantl wilkinson bias
somewhere between the damning with faint praise of bergera
priddis and the praising with faint damns of wilkinson skousen
lies the truth about the energetic able insecure dedicated devious
visionary irrepressible pugnacious and lonely man who did more than
anyone else to make BYU what it has become if only he could have
understood that neither employee nor enemy is a synonym forfacultyforrorhor faculty

the bias in the large part of the book that deals with the wilkinson
years is different from that in the remainder academic and individual
freedom are preferred to religious dogmatism and authoritarianism
throughout and the authors favorite administrators are those who have
most vigorously defended these freedoms among the early presidents
franklin harris and benjamin cluff are given white hats while
howard mcdonald george brimhall and karl maeser wear shades of
gray dallin oaks andjeffreyand jeffrey holland are also given gray hats but with
white linings in contrast ernest wilkinson wears a ten gallon black
stetson with a blue and white band that acknowledges his contributions
to the physical dimensions of the university
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the authors are hardly reverential in their handling of the
sponsoring church but they find friends as well as foes of intellectual
freedom among LDS general authorities who are individually and
collectively present in the story the range of opinions and the variety
of influences brought to bear on the university are particularly
delineated in the chapters on evolution politics and arts and letters
incidentally the 1911 evolution controversy is given similar treatment
in bergera priddis and wilkinson skousen whereas the later and
unfortunately still ongoingon going disputationsdisputatious about how god organized
the earth and man that the authorized histories ignore are extensively
detailed in brigham young university A house of faith

if the title of the book may mislead some the content has
obviously misled or confirmed the bias of at least one reviewer in
a long commentary in the salt lake tribune 2 december 1985 e2ea e9ea
jack goodman claims support in bergera priddis for describing BYU
as a school whose faculty members past and present fear to teach
many subjects fully and honestly a school which under wilkinson
resembled an academic siberia

this is absurd
bergera and priddis show how institutional policies excluding some

speakers and entertainments and restricting the journalistic enterprise
of some students have created a parochial campus environment but
the limited attention they give to academics includes almost nothing
on what actually happens in classrooms like the authorized BYU
histories and college and university histories as a literary type this book
has little to say about the central business of higher education teachers
and students engaging one another in the pursuit of knowledge and
understanding

these authors also demonstrate that BYU has never had the degree
of faculty autonomy and power that american higher education
idealizes this circumstance is unfortunate in my view not merely
because it makes phi beta kappa recognition unavailable to the best
BYU students but because it has at times deprived the administration
of the full benefit of the ideas and talents of a faculty that surely must
be one of the most loyal and united anywhere other consequences
of arbitrary administrative control over employment policies have been
that a few academically qualified faculty applicants have been denied
appointment a larger number have elected not to apply a few people
of questionable credentials have been employed and some well
qualified people have left the university for professional opportunities
elsewhere some self censorship in the classroom handling of a few
sensitive topics has probably occurred and a certain amount of
faculty time and energy has been spent in venting frustrations of a
different sort than engage academiciansacademic ians on more conventional campuses
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this is not to say and bergera and priddis do not say that the
result is a substandard educational siberia one who reads the book
carefully will discover as anyone really familiar with BYU already knows
that even within the closely supervised sphere of religious education
a range of faculty perspectives and an occasional flirtation with
heterodoxy may be found and by no means all of the visiting experts
who speak on religious themes follow a mormon party line in the
rest of the university where a very small part of the curriculum relates
to academic matters in which the sponsoring church has an institutional
interest almost all subjects are presented in about the same way as
at other universities this is partly because even mormon faculty
members tend to teach what they were taught in non mormon graduate
schools and partly because they find no unmanageable tensions
between their academic and religious consciences furthermore
the options for imposing outside viewpoints on the teacher in the
classroom without jeopardizing accreditation are quite limited and
no administration or board of trustees has cared to take that risk

even in the unfortunate postsenatorialpostsenatorial election phase of the
wilkinson presidency what went on within the classrooms of the
teachers whose story this book tells in detail was not significantly
affected by what was going on outside having been there with
richard wirthlin ray hillam kenneth davies louis midgley and other
faculty radicals who were objects of administrative concern and at
the same time having helped to develop an intellectually demanding
honors program and having taught the required course in american
history and institutions to several thousand students I1 object to the
suggestion that BYU students then or now are shortchangedshortchangershortchanged in the
content or integrity of their academic courses intellectually curious
undergraduates are the exception as they are at almost all other
universities but they are present and their curiosity grows between
their freshman and senior years lazy lousy and lopsided teachers are
also found but there is no institutional bias in their favor

As reviewer obrighamofoBrigangbngaamham young university A house offaithof euithfaitheulth I1 must
finally consider the ethical questions posed by research which purports
to be what it is not some of the content of this book comes from sources
to which the authors did not have authorized access they imply as
much when they say of the board of trustees and executive committee
minutes and of the presidential papers that are heavily used some
duplicates are located in various archives and in private hands 369
the propriety of citing the original documents as these authors do
rather than the copies that were actually used must certainly be
challenged the propriety of using copies of restricted materials that
may have been made by others without authorization must also be
challenged the authors have done an impressive job of gathering
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interesting and sometimes sensitive materials from a wide range of
accessible archival and personal sources but this book could not have
been written and it is this reviewers opinion that it would not have
been undertaken if the authors had not also had access to a large
amount of material copied by a person or persons unknown at least
to me from files to which access is restricted much of the copying
probably took place in connection with the production of the authorized
BYU histories but the provenance of some of the post 1976 items is
a mystery

restrictions on access to information are hard to enforce in a free
society as recent spy trials remind us but those who generate private
documents are entitled to limit their use unlike the no holds
barred standards of expose journalism the canons of historical
professionalism recognize and respect this entitlement

brigham young university A house offaithof faith is an important book
because it confronts us with this standard of scholarship because it
reinforces our skepticism about commemorative histories because it
throws light despite its digressions and ad hominesshominemsadhominemsbomihominewsnems on the special
problems of revealed truth versus academic truth and because it
demonstrates that the fate of BYU has always been in the hands of
trustees administrators teachers and students whose shared desire to
serve god does not always generate unanimity on how to run a
university

KENNETH L HOLMES ed and comp covered wagon women
diaries and letters from the western trails 1840 1890 vol 1

1840 1849 glendale calif arthur H clarkdarkoark co 1983 272 ppap 27302750272750273027.3050

reviewed by roger D launius a military historian stationed at andrews air force
base in maryland

the study of womens history has blossomed during the past two
decades and the result has been the production of several outstanding
works on the subject covered wagon women is one of the latest
contributions to this growing field of investigation it is a useful work
that makes available to historian and buff alike several fascinating letters
and diaries written by women involved in the westward movement of
the 1840s the editor kenneth L holmes and the publisher the
arthur H clark company have undertaken an ambitious project and
once completed the proposed ten volumes in this series will certainly
serve as a benchmark in this fields historiography
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the material presented in this first volume has been arranged by
the editor into twelve chapters with entries by fourteen women these
accounts are representative rather than exhaustive however there are
important documents discussing the experiences of several intelligent
and articulate women on the oregon california santa fe and mormon
trails the editor chose his documents well they are all primary
resources written at the time of the incidents described or immediately
thereafter more important holmes did not reprint commonly used
diaries I1 was pleasantly surprised that susan magoffinsgoffinsMa diary of her
trip to santa fe in 1846 was not included in the collection it is an
outstanding diary but readily available elsewhere instead holmes
scoured the nations archives and libraries and solicited copies of
documents from individuals to assemble what should be considered
an exemplary collection of manuscripts

holmess editorial work is also outstanding he allows the
individual writers to tell their own story without correcting grammar
punctuation and syntax he adds moreover useful annotations
providing additional background information about key personalities
and events without overeditingoverediting certainly no easy task judging from
the number of edited works that suffer from this defect

readers ofofbyustudiesBYU studies will no doubt be most interested in the
attention given to mormon women during the westward trek to utah
holmes includes as a major piece within the collection a diary of patty
bartlett sessions dated 21 june 1847 through 26 september 1847
the original located in the historical department of the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints has been well used by scholars
investigating the mormon trek to utah the role of women in the church
and in western history and the development of medical treatment
but its publication for a wider audience is most welcome

while covered wagon women is a fine book of lasting historical
value it could have been made better with additional work forfurlur instance
the editor chose to omit both a bibliography and an index opting for
the issuance of a cumulative bibliography and index with the publication
of the tenth volume of the series this decision will of course make
the volume less usable by researchers in the interim additionally
holmes is inconsistent in his editorial work he is at his best in his
treatment of the diary of patty sessions first it has an excellent
introduction that draws heavily upon the research of such leaders in
the study of mormon women on the frontier as leonard J arrington
and maureen ursenbach beecher second it includes a useful dramatisdiamatisdramatis
personae briefly describing characters mentioned in the diary finally
holmes attaches a solid bibliography pointing the direction for further
study in contrast holmes s editing of other diaries and letters possesses
nothing approaching the depth of scholarship he demonstrates in his
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work on sessions most other entries contain only a cursory introduction
and none has either a description of characters or bibliography it would
have been commendable had holmes been able to bring to the other
accounts in this volume the fine editorial work he displays in his work
on the sessions diary

in spite of these shortcomings kenneth L holmes has compiled
a well balanced enjoyable book that should be of interest to all readers
concerned with the study of women the frontier movement and
mormonism this type of documentary history although until recent
years considered somewhat esoteric should be encouraged for it can
open entirely new avenues of investigation when handled by skilled
historians

A comanswomans choices the relief society legacy lectures salt lake city
deseret book co 1984 189 ppap 7957.95795

reviewed byjessieby jessiejessle L embry oral history program director charles redd center for
western studies brigham young university

I1 read A comanswomans choices twice once with my scholarly eyes looking
for every error because I1 always got better grades on my book reviews in
graduate school when I1 was critical rather than complimentary of a book
then I1 studied the book with my spiritual eyes as somerset maugham
suggests as quoted by elaine shaw sorensen to gain intellectual
and moral stimulus he explains one soon tires of a book that does
not make him feel now and then like getting up and walking the floor
under the impulse of some larger vision of truth 19

not all the articles satisfied my scholarly and spiritual appetites only
some led me to some larger vision of truth I1 enjoyed carolyn rasmuss

the gift and power of the holy ghost because she told her
experiences with mormonism in a lively style so it was not just one
more conversion story joann ottley s A musical stewardship
teacher of life was a delightful story of how one couple juggled two
music careers and a family life eileen gibbons kump painted a
beautiful picture of enjoying life in the bread and milk of living
I1 enjoyed reading eleanor knowlessknodlessKnowless the scriptures A personal
odyssey in which she explained the publication of the new latter day
saint scriptures however my favorite essay was sharon L staplessaplesssnaplessSt

stress A matter of choice she gave a balanced definition of stress
and how to deal with it which got me walking the floor other than
the stress article I1 enjoyed the personal essays the most the authors
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of these essays explained how they dealt with their situations in life
avoiding a tone of judgment which suggested their decisions were the
only ways to accomplish results they had simply selected one road to
travel which had led to both successes and failures

other essays disappointed me I1 expected more understanding
too often when we as women have tried to defend our choices we
have become defensive in order to justify our decisions we have felt
we needed to show that everyone else was wrong for example some
women who chose a formal education have appeared to look down on
women who married right after high school and did not go on for further
education women working outside the home have argued they were
spending quality time rather than quantity time in their homes on
the other hand women who stayed home with their children have
explained that quality time was not enough quantity was also needed
for example when I1 read beppie harrisons A deliberate choice
staying at home I1 felt she presented the virtues of her life by
stepping on those who followed another path sally peterson brintonsBrintons
the blessing of music in the home gave some valuable tips on

how to include music in the home but implied she had to choose
between being a mother or a concert pianist both careers could
not be combined although these essays attempted to say this
is only my choice I1 felt an underlying tone of but I1 am right
and you are wrong since my life decisions have been different I1

especially appreciated barbara smith s relief society A story of new
beginnings and her comments as general president of the relief
society comments which pointed to various experiences and did not
limit womens possibilities

my personal feelings about the book were mixed I1 had more
negative scholarly reactions the charles redd center for western
studies at BYU has published its lecture series as monographs and
I1 have been an editor for some of them I1 found it difficult as an editor
to change a talk into a publishable document sometimes the speaker
included a story which referred to a current event and although everyone
in the audience immediately reacted my dilemma was to decide if a
reader twenty years later could understand the reference I1 also learned
a joke was not always as funny when read in other words lectures
needed to be altered to be readable I1 did not find that type of careful
editing in this book nearly all the articles read like talks and I1 did
not always understand only one year later the experiences the
speakers were referring to they could be even more confusing to a
future reader

other material was valuable when spoken but lost some of its
crispness when put into writing the writers craft delight in the
ordinary by ardeth kapp vernice pere and marilyn arnold was
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probably a delightful lecture 1I would have enjoyed hearing kapp and
pere read their writings emphasizing the words and ideas they felt were
important arnolds comments would have helped the listeners examine
the writings as literary pieces As a discussion it would have been useful
as a transcript it was cold and awkward I1 felt the same way about
elaine cannons finding our peace on earth cannon has a lively
speaking style which many enjoy but again speaking requires different
skills than writing and I1 found her essay difficult to read

I1 do not understand why deseret book published A momany
choices iflf it was to give women who live outside of salt lake city
a chance to share the legacy lectures or if it was to give women who
heard the talks time to rethink the messages the book has some value
personally I1 would rather have listened to tapes of the proceedings
than to have had to read the talks exactly as they were presented
although the book will be read and enjoyed by LDS women a little
more thought and editing could have made it a masterpiece which
truly defines the choices women face
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editor an astounding rate during the kimball
presidency unfortunately the data on

I1 received the BYU studies special which they base their argument is grossly
issue on president kimball vol 25 no 4 misinterpreted
with great anticipation but was disap-
pointed

the central question to ask is

to see that both dennis L whether in fact the missionary force
lythgoesLythgoes and eugene Englands articles increased at anything approaching
repeat a common myth existing in unusual rates to answer this question one
mormondom about recent growth in must look at church membership growth
number of missionaries in opting to and number of full time missionaries over
publish these two articles BYU studies time to see if the growth rates equal or
only adds to this general misunderstanding exceed rates for previous years if the
and distortion growth in the missionary force is not

england refers to the april 1974 impressively larger than earlier growth
conference meetings and argues that rates then one can hardly conclude that
president kimballsKimballs view of missionary the kimball leadership was responsible for
work had a transforming effect upon the releasing energies that almost doubled
church claiming that his sermon the missionary force or that his tenure
helped transform the church releasing saw the fruition of his challenges for
energies that almost doubled the more missionaries had either of the
missionary force in the next eight years above authors checked available data on
with similar increases inin converts new church and missionary growth they
stakes organized and total members I11 would have come to very different con-

clusionsEnglands point isis to argue that this clusions had any of the reviewers of these
remarkable power and influence that two pieces asked hard questions about the
president kimball was able to exert upon data underlying the conclusions they
the members of the church could be better would not have allowed such misinter-

pretationsunderstood by analyzing both the content pretations to be published
and style of his speeches in a similar vein tables 1 and 2 present a summary of
lythgoe refers to the same meetings and church growth data from april con-

ferencethe impact of president kimballsKimballs talks reports and LDS church almanacs
on the general authorities and then con-
cludes

from 19219255 8855 As will be seen from table
president kimballsKimballs tenure saw 1 and as is well known the church

the fruition of his challenge the number membership has in fact grown at a
of full time missionaries grew from 17217258172385 8 remarkable rate 3 since the second world
in 1973 to approximately 29265 at the war the church has doubled in member-

shipend of 1985 an increaseincrease of 70 percent approximately every fifteen years
the number of Mmissions increased by one also sees similar increases in convert
74 percent from 108 to 188 the annual baptisms and since the number of full
number of convert baptisms increased time missionaries is the best predictor
148 percent from 79603 in 1973 to an of convert baptisms a corresponding
estimated 197640 inin 1985 2 increaseincrease in full time missionaries the

both of these authors mistakenly table also shows the remarkable increase
assume that the missionary force grew at inin the birthrate per thousand members



TABLE 1 CHURCH GROWTH statistics
FROM conference REPORTS AND CHURCH ALMANACS 1925 85

year church converts fullfuli timetime birthrate
ending membership baptized missionaries per 1000

spencer W kimball 1985 5920000 197640 29265
1974 85 1984 5650000 192983 27655

1983 5400000 189419 26565 245024 50
1982 5165000 207000 26300 281028 10

1981 4936495649360004936000000ooo 224000 29700 281028 10

1980 4638000 211000 2995129955 282028.2028 20
1979 4439000 193000 29454 3000500030 00

1963 78 15 years 1978 4160000 152000 27669 307030.70507030 70
membership 1977 3966000 167939 25300 316631 66
doubled 1976 3742749 133959 25027 297229 72

1975 3572202 95412 22492 277927.79277927 79
1974 3385909 69018 18109 261126.1126 11

1973 3321556 79603 17501 25256464
1972 3227790 91237 16367 2643
1971 3090953 83514 15205 285028 50
1970 2930810 79126 14387 2841

david 0 mckay 1969 2807456 70010 13291 281828 18

1951 69 1968 2684073 64021 13028 2749
1967 2614340 62280 13147 275527 55

1966 2480899 68843 12621 2525252325 23
1946 62 15 years 1965 2395932 82455 12585 2723272527 23
membership 1964 2234916 93483 11599 3014501430 14

doubled 1963 2117451 105210 11782 3456
1962 1965786 115834 12269 3316351633 16

1961 1823661 88807 11592 3220522032 20
age 20 to 19 1960 1693180 48586 9097 3462

1959 1616088 33060 6968 3400540034 00
1958 1555799 33330 6314 5500350035 00
1957 1488314 30129 6616 3492

baby boom 1956 1416731 25181 6829 3660566036 60
1945 60 1955 1357274 21669 4687 3764

1954 1302240 18573 3868 3946
1953 1246362 16436 2742 392439.243924592439 24
1952 1189053 16813 2897 3934395439 34
1951 1147157 17175 5065 3781578137 81

1830 1945 one 1950 1111314 14700 5313 37343754575437 34
million 1945 979454 4957 592 321032.10521032 10

1940 862664 7877877 2216 3190519031 90
1935 746384 7535 1775 279027.9027 90
1930 672488 6758 2048 297029.7029 70
1925 613653 6373 2500 3200520032 00

these data come from LDS church almanacs the other data come from april conference reports
no data reported for these years



TABLE 2 ANNUAL NUMBER OF missionaries SET APART NUMBER OF PRIESTS
AND RATIO OF NUMBER OF missionaries SET APART TO NUMBER OF PRIESTS

FROM LDS CHURCH ALMANAC DATA

year number of mission-

aries
number of priests ratio 3

ending ariesarles set apart 1 2 12311251Ii23ri231251231
1985 19890 375000 006120 0612
1984 19720 356000 006340 06340654
1983 19450 335000 00824
1982 18260 325000 00787 kimball years
1981 17800 311000 00844 1974 85
1980 16600 236000 008260 0826
1979 16590 232000 008820.08820 0882
1978 15860 211000 00890
1977 14561 201000 00852
1976 13928 188122 008460 0846
1975 14446 178241 008970 0897
1974 9811 170867 006420 0642
1973 9471 164668 006400 0640
1972 7874 160993 005680 0568
1971 8344 152886 006480 0648
1970 7590 147955 006230 06230625
1969 6967 138571 00612
1968 7178 128851 00664
1967 6475 121842 006040 0604
1966 7021 113777 00719
1965 7139 108119 00783
1964 5886 107184 006840 0684
1963 5781 97602 007170 0717
1962 5630 91218 00731
1961 5793 86005 008050 0805 mckay years
1960 4706 80268 007030 07030705 1951 69
1959 2847 77017 004520 0452
1958 2778 71993 004640 0464
1957 2518 66958
1956 2572 63046
1955 2414 59906
1954 2022
1953 1750
1952 872
1951 1801
1950 3015
1949 2363
1948 2161
1947 2132
1946 2297
1945 400
1944 427
1943 261
1942 629
1941 1257
1940 1194

to account for the priest missionary age differential the ratioratio isis created by offsetting three years for
example the number of missionariesmissionaries inin 1985 19890 divided by number ofofpnestspriests inm 1982 325000

some of the fluctuations inin the number of priests reported may be due to different reporting procedures
used at different times by the church it isis not clear why the number of priests increasesincreases as much as itit does
inin 1981

no data reported for these years
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that occurred during the baby boom years the most accurate summary state-
mentwhat analysts have not done is to deter-

mine
implied by these data is that the

how much of the church growth is largest increase in the proportion of
due to increased missionary force com-
pared

LDS members serving full time missions
to increased birthrate during the occurred in the early 1960s and that the

decade and a half following the second proportion has remained relatively stable
world war eorearforrorbor example how much of the since then with some increase during the
remarkable increaseincrease in absolute numbers last half of the seventies
of full time missionaries from 1965 to what the analysts have not done is
1976 when the missionary force was to identify where the increase in number
doubling 12000 to 25000 was a result of missionaries came from during the first
of the baby boom generation coming of five years of the kimball presidency my
mission age and how much of the growth own perception is that when better
was due to a greater percentage of young analysis is done with better data than
men serving missions while I1 cannot list reported here the increase in the number
all of the issues in this short letter I1 can of missionaries during the kimball era
point to some obvious patterns will likely be seen to have occurred

table 2 presents the number of full because of increasing numbers of mission-
ariestime missionaries set apart annually the other than young men such as sister

number of priests reported each year and missionaries health missionaries welfare
then a ratio of the two since the number missionaries and couples I1 am not con-

vincedof priests functions as a crude control for that there was a significant change
population changes any dramatic increase in the percentage of priest age young men
in the ratio over time must be due to an deciding to serve full time missions
increase in the percentage of the popula-
tion

during the seventies
going on full time missions what two unfortunate consequences flow

the ratio shows is that the most remark-
able

from such gross misinterpretation of data
jump inin the number of missionaries and trends the first is that antagonists

occurred inin the years 1960 65 from 1959 of the church have ready access to
through 1962 the number of missionaries material which they can use to dismiss
almost doubled from 6968 to 12269 supposedly scholarly work by true
and this increase apparently occurred believers as not worth reading the
relatively independent of the growth in second consequence isis even more seriousserious
number of priest age young men at that myths are created which in effect
time in the church the ratio was 045.045045 attribute to president kimball something
in 1959 compared to 081.081081 in 1961 see that is not accurate given the prophets
table 2 A big part of this increase was remarkable life and his commitment to
likely due to a policy change effected in hard work christian service and gospel
march 1960 lowering the mission age from scholarship it is ironic that BYU studies
twenty to nineteen accompanied by an does what he throughout his presidency
increased emphasis on missionary work repeatedly reminded people that they

it can be observed from table 2 that should not do dondont t try to make me
during the first five years 1975 79 of the something more than I1 am 5 of all
kimball era the ratio increased to a level journals BYU studies ought not to be
slightly higher than it was in the early guilty of that error inin light of BYUs
sixties in the eighties it declines slightly publicly stated commitment to excellence
this same general pattern is reported and president kimballsKimballs towering example
in research conducted by the church of a life committed to gospel excellence
correlation departments evaluation
division and published in the ensign 4

figure 1 presents the percentage of priests darwin L thomas
serving missions from 1940 81 as reported family and demographic research institute
in that research brigham wungmoungkungyoung university
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FIGURE 1 percentage OF NINETEEN YEARybar OLD YOUNG MEN WHO GO ON MISSIONS
BEFORE AGE TWENTYSIXTWENTY SIX UNITED STATES AND CANADA 1940 1981
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notes

eugene england A small and piercing voice

the sermons of spencer W kimball brigham
young university studies 25 fall 1985 82 83
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